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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to explore the utility of the trust circle, an original 

approach which is characterized by trust circle size (how many people are trusted) and 

trust circle composition (who are trusted and what positions these trustees take). This 

conceptualization was tested in two domains: economic /financial risk settings, as well as 

in positive and negative personal/social information sharing at different variants of risk in 

each o f these domains. Questionnaire data were collected in two different cultures 

(Canada and China), with the expectation that the size and composition of the trust circle 

might differ due to difference in culture and general social structures, frequently referred 

to in the literature on individualism and collectivism. The exploration was conducted by 

looking at the 2 trust loci o f “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me” in the same sample. 

One hundred Chinese residents of the People’s Republic of China and 102 Canadians, 

half o f them university students and the other half members of the general population 

participated in the study. A set of self-report questionnaires created in a pilot study was 

given to participants to establish domains of trust, and a range of trustees.

It was found that the concepts o f domain-based trust, trust circle and locus of trust 

are important and effective concepts to use in better understanding trust in new ways and 

determining how people distribute their trust differentially. Trust is variable, trust circle 

size and trust circle composition tend to differ, if  any one of the following factors differs: 

the domain concerned (economic/financial or personal/social); within the domains of 

economic/financial risk-taking, the risk level in lending or borrowing; within the domain 

o f personal/social information sharing, whether the shared information is negative or 

positive, the variants o f the positive and negative valence; the locus o f “I-trust-others” or

ii
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“others-trust-me” and whether the involved culture differs. For example, when facing a 

higher economic/financial risk domain, Chinese trust more others than Canadians. 

However, compared with Canadians, Chinese are more likely to trust fewer others, not 

only in a negative personal information sharing domain but also in a positive domain. In 

all circumstances, it would appear that Canadians place higher trust in spouse than do 

Chinese. Results also give support to the utility o f a framework for studying trust and 

reciprocal trust, since trust circle size and trust circle composition when placing trust in 

others tend to be different from the trust circle size and trust circle composition in the 

locus o f others-trust-me, for example, people tend to trust a parent/guardian, grandparent, 

boss /supervisor /teacher and psychologist, all o f whom are members o f older generations 

and superiors, more than those individuals trust them. In contrast to this, people believe 

that they trust a spouse, child /grandchild, friend, classmate/co-worker/colleague, and 

acquaintance /neighbor, who are members of similar or younger generations and of equal 

or inferior status, less than those individuals trust them. Some results of the study were 

inconsistent with the concepts of individualism /collectivism and this may suggest that 

the complexity of a culture (such as China) may not be explained completely only by the 

individualism/collectivism paradigm.
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1

INTRODUCTION 

Overview

Without a doubt, trust plays a very important as well as irreplaceable role in our 

lives and some form of trust is necessary for the continued operation of any society and 

culture. Trust becomes a more urgent and central concern in today’s contingent uncertain 

global conditions since our world has become more interdependent. The ongoing process 

o f global interdependency will increase the demand for trust in a wider range of others as 

an essential condition for cooperation. Because social life is pervaded with new and 

expanding threats and hazards of our own making, coping with raised vulnerability in the 

“risk society” requires an enlarged pool of trust (Sztompka, 1999a). Various relationships 

and different behaviors are also constructed on the basis of trust. Trust leads to many 

positive outcomes, such as greater willingness to cooperate (Yamagishi, Makimura, 

Foddy, Massuda, Kiyonari & Platow, 2005), less risk of failure or betrayal, maintenance 

of longer relationships (Tilly, 2005), improvement in organizational effectiveness 

(Whitener, 2006) and better understanding of different cultures ((Luo, 2002; Zhang & 

Bond, 1993) and so on.

Trust is particularly relevant in conditions of uncertainty with respect to 

unknowable actions of others; in other words, trust becomes an indispensable strategy to 

deal with uncertainty in our social environment. Without trust we would be paralyzed and 

unable to act in risky uncertain situations in which our outcomes depend in part on others 

(Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004; Fisler, 2005). One could also state that trust is the first step 

for building various relationships and, based on trust o f each other, further interaction 

between people is possible (Thye, Yoon & Lawler, 2002; Tyler, 2003a).
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Sometimes, there is more than one relationship between an individual and other 

individuals (e.g. student vs. teacher, patient vs. counselor, child vs. parent), between this 

group and that group (e.g. Tom’s family vs. a hockey group, Chinese vs. Canadian), 

between the individual and several groups (e.g. a woman in a dance group, an employee 

in a trade union, a Chinese person in an immigrant group) at the same time (Brewer & 

Roccas, 2001). If people do not trust each other, as individuals or as members of a 

generalized group, people will be reluctant to enter into new relationships, a man cannot 

be the student of a professor, a woman cannot be the wife of a man, and people do not 

join groups.

Many scholars consider that trust is the belief that another’s future behavior will 

be favorable, or at least not detrimental, to one’s interests (Morrison & Robinson). Trust 

is an expectation of goodwill and benign intent. Trust is also based on the supposition of 

the partner’s personal traits and intentions (Brann & Foddy, 1987; Foddy, 2003; 

Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). But the anticipatory belief is not sufficient to speak of 

there being trust, since trust is more than just contemplative consideration of future 

possibilities; we must also face the future actively by committing ourselves to action with 

at least partly uncertain and uncontrollable consequence (Sztompka, 1999b). “Trust is the 

correct expectation about the actions of other people that have bearing on one’s own 

choice of action when that action must be chosen before one can monitor the actions of 

those others” (Dasgupta 1988, p.51).

Here trust involves commitment through action; that is, trust is related not only to 

another’s action but also to his/her own action. For instance, I trust this politician to rule 

wisely, hence I vote for him, I trust Diana to be a good wife in the future, hence I marry
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3

her, 1 trust David to be able to keep my secret, so I tell him my secret. We only give 

house keys to those we believe are honest, and we only lend money to those we believe 

will return it. Trust obviously appears in the context of human actions; in the present 

study, trust is explored by people’s potential actions.

All people must at some time trust some others, some people trust more often, 

while some people are more hesitant. People do not, will not and cannot trust everyone, 

and people also do not and cannot trust only themselves. The number of trustees could be 

described as trust circle size and the trust circle size is important to understand and 

describe trust.

In addition, it is necessary to consider who is included in the trust, it reflects a 

certain relationship to the focal person; further, even if you and I all trust the same 

number of trustees in a given set of circumstances, your trustees may be family members, 

my trustees may be friends, teachers etc. and even the same trustees may be trusted 

differently for hierarchy: one person may place parents, spouse, and children as most 

trusted, but parents more than spouse, more than children while another person may trust 

spouse first, parents next, and children third. One can see that there will be a hierarchy of 

trust in those in the trust. The relationship and the hierarchy (order of trusting) will be 

described as the trust circle composition, which is also important to help us better explain 

and understand trust.

Then a new concept o f the “trust circle” is presented here in a way that has not 

been previously developed in the social psychology literature. The trust circle includes 

two aspects:
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1. The size of the trust circle, which represents the number of trustees being 

trusted; a bigger trust circle size means more others are trusted than in a smaller trust 

circle.

2. The composition of the trust circle, which refers to the types of people included 

within the trust circle, that is a kind of relationship to the focal person reflecting the 

nature of individuals who are trusted and the hierarchy of trust, that is the order of 

trusting, being trusted first, secondly, thirdly etc. reflecting how those trustees are trusted.

Both trust circle size and trust circle composition make up the trust circle and then 

identify the number of people in the trust circle, as well as the relationship to the focal 

person and their hierarchy of trust. The concept, without doubt, can improve the present 

description and explanation of trust. Because the size and composition describe the two 

very important factors of trust process, which had not been discussed before, and the size 

and composition of the trust circle are variable factors, they can therefore reveal variable 

natures of trust across differing content of the material being entrusted, across different 

levels of trust and in different cultures.

There are several studies which touch upon group size; for example, Sato (1988) 

noted that the effect of trust is hypothesized to diminish as the group size increases. In an 

experiment conducted by Houlette, Gaertner, Johnson, Banker, Riek & Dovidio (2004), 

participants took part in a program designed to widen their circles of inclusion to include 

more other people. Some studies also touch upon the types of trustees and the 

relationship to the focal person: for instance, Buchan and Croson (2004) examined trust 

boundaries using different people in their experiment, such as parents, siblings, cousins, 

students you know well etc.
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However, the trust circle in this study is different from that appearing in previous 

trust studies. First of all, the concept of the trust circle always includes 2 parts, trust circle 

size and trust circle composition, rather than only one; the size of the trust circle reflects 

trustee numbers, not just group numbers; further, the composition of the trust circle 

reflects not only who will be in the circle but also what hierarchy those trustees will 

indicate.

Do people always trust the same people, whatever the circumstances? Hardin 

(2001) notes that I might ordinarily trust you to keep even the most damaging gossip 

confidential, but not with the price of today’s lunch, while I trust another with the price of 

lunch but not with any gossip. I might trust very few people with almost anything and 

many others with almost nothing. From Hardin’s example here, one can glimpse the 

meanings o f trust circle size and composition in different situations. Because Hardin 

realizes that a changeable relationship between trust and the related background exists, 

trust depends on context, however, he does not offer a scheme to characterize these 

differences.

I believe that trust may not be a static thing, staying the same in various contexts 

or circumstances; the trust circle may not always be the same against different 

backgrounds. It appears that the trust circle is the outcome o f various independent 

situational variables, given that many relevant factors, such as culture, socioeconomic 

and social structural conditions change (Kashima, 2002; Kashima & Foddy 2002). When 

such factors differ, it is likely to produce differences in forms of trust, as the background 

varies, the trust circle varies correspondingly.
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Several researchers have paid attention to the context of trust (Child & Mollering, 

2003; Hardin, 2001; Rousseau, et al., 1998). The important question is not only “how 

much do I trust?” but also “in what areas and in what ways do I trust?” (Rousseau, Sitkin, 

Bunt, & Camerer, 1998, p. 395). A related question, “who would trust me”, will be 

discussed later.

I will make the case that we should choose those examples which best represent 

categories or types of situations since we cannot study all domains. There is no existing 

typology for “domains of trust”, and the basis of choice must be, at this initial stage, 

somewhat arbitrary. For this study I will concentrate on two domains which are regarded 

as “different” domains. One part belongs to the economic, financial life, which is the 

outside material world, while the other belongs to the personal, social, psychological life, 

which represents a less-material world. Both of these involve relationships between 

people and, of course, both of these involve issues of trust. By careful selection of 

settings which exemplify these “different types”, I choose two specific examples to 

represent the economic/social and personal/social life. To keep succinct, I will only use 

economic to denote economic/financial, and personal in place of personal/social for the 

following parts.

The trust circle will also be examined in different cultural backgrounds because 

all human behavior is culturally patterned. Explanations o f human diversity are sought in 

the cultural context which people have experienced. As a cultural and historical 

phenomenon, the concept of trust, as well as corresponding trust behavior, may be 

substantially different in various social and cultural systems (Earle & Cvetkorich, 1995; 

Fukuyama, 1995).
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Culture is a shared meaning system that may unite the people within it, and it 

often excludes other people (Yoshino, 2002). Berry, Poortinga, Segall and Dasen (2002a) 

offer a concise definition: “culture is the man-made part of the human environment”. 

Indeed, different environments represent different cultures, this may partly explain why 

social behavior in one culture differs from that in another. It is also believed that cultures 

are shapers of human behavior, that is humans are producers of culture and, at the same 

time, are influenced by it (Kashima, 2002; Segall, 1999; Triandis & Trafimow, 2001). It 

should be noted at this point that the term “culture” has also been used to refer to sub

cultures, such as “ethnic culture”, “the culture o f the deaf’, and so on. While the term 

“culture” is used in a similar way, for purposes of this thesis, I will deal only with culture 

as it is aligned with broad national groups.

Many kinds o f behavior occur in almost all cultures, all human behavior is 

cultural to some extent. For example, greetings take place in all cultures, and people all 

over the world trust some others, showing that such behaviors are pretty universal. On the 

other hand, the particular social behaviors are obviously linked to the particular cultural 

context in which they develop; for instance, actual greeting procedures vary widely, from 

hand shaking in China to embracing in the West to bowing in Japan, and they are shaped, 

influenced and developed by different cultures (Berry, Poortinga, Segall & Dasen, 1992). 

Similarly, national differences in trusting behavior exist (Buchan, Croson & Dawes 2002; 

Wang & Yamagishi, 2005). As long as the cultures differ, trust behavior may not be the 

same in each. The central concept of “trust” may be universal (an expectation that others 

will treat you benevolently, or not harm you), but the grounds on which trust is extended 

may vary.
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In some societies, people are more ready to grant trust, while in other societies 

people may be more hesitant to trust others, or restrict trustors to a smaller trust circle. 

Looking at trust as a cultural phenomenon is the domain of the cultural approach, since 

culture becomes a powerful factor influencing decisions to trust.

As globalization becomes more common, more and more people migrate from 

one country to another, from one place to another, and societies become more intertwined 

(Buchan, et al., 2002). As well, people all over the world interact with each other much 

more often and in more meaningful ways than before and the world we live in has 

undergone significant changes over time as traditional societies/less developed societies 

change into modern/more developed societies (Kashima & Foddy, 2002), it is thus 

important to understand how others’ trust differs from our own. It is not within the scope 

of this thesis to trace historical changes in the basis and forms of trust, but rather to use 

cross-cultural comparisons to examine whether identifiable differences in different 

cultures have an impact on the size and composition o f the trust circle, since culture is a 

set o f knowable regularities, characterises human groups (Floorens & Poortinga, 2000; 

Munroe and Munroe, 1994).

Human behaviors are seen as products of cultures, as well as shapers of culture. 

Understanding how humans modify culture and how various cultures modify humans is 

important knowledge in every social science field. Each nation or race has its own 

culture, social values and ways o f thinking, and these underlie each nation’s system of 

economics, politics and social life (Markus & Kitayama, 2003; Segall, 1979). Cultures 

are likely to differ in the way individuals are shaped to extend trust, and to act in a 

trustworthy fashion.
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In theory, choosing any culture for the cross-cultural trust circle study would be 

fine, however it is not possible to choose every culture to study. Thus, how to choose a 

sample is the first and important step of the study. Berry et al (2002b) pointed out that 

there are two approaches to choosing cultures for comparison. One approach involves 

selecting some cultures which can be considered representatives of all the cultures in the 

world; the other approach involves choosing only a few cultures which clearly differ on 

some variables that provide a contrast. Because it is hard to know which cultures can 

represent all cultures in the world, or to study all of them, in this study, the approach was 

to choose clearly differing cultures.

Because this study is a study of exploration and possible relevance between some 

components of culture and trust are not well-known yet, the best way to choose a cultural 

sample is to consider those cultures which express as many differences from each other 

as possible. Thus Canada and China were selected.

Berry et al. (2002a) distinguished six general cultural areas: sub-Saharan Africa, 

Asia, Australasia, circum-Mediterranean, North America, and South America. Canada 

and China belong to Asia and North America respectively. In many dimensions of 

interest to psychologists (e.g., literacy, socialization practices, collectivism), the range of 

variation within these cultural areas is about as large as it can be.

When considering cultural areas based on geographical distribution, East and 

West, China and Canada are representative of two major and distinctive cultures o f the 

East and the West (Triandis, Brislin, & Hui, 1988; Yuki, 2003).

Race, reflecting skin color, place o f recent ancestral origin, parental language, 

religious identity, or whatever determinant matters socially, has led to some systematic
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genetic divergences and has also been used as an explanation for visible physical and 

behavioral differences. Among them, skin color is easily the most distinguishable 

characteristic on which human groups differ genetically (Segall, 1999). Canadians and 

Chinese, without a doubt, are two difference races and their skin color, generally, is 

different.

Speaking different languages may be a factor in promoting human behavioral 

diversity (Berry et al., 2002c). The languages most Canadians and Chinese speak, write 

and use are totally different.

The choice is also based on the ranks of the aggregate Foreign Policy (FP) 

globalization index ((Buchan, 2005); the FP index includes rankings of 62 countries in 

four categories: economic integration, personal contact, technological connectivity, and 

political engagement. Canada’s FP index is 6 and China’s is 57 (the higher the ranking, 

such as 6, the more globalized is that country, and the lower the ranking, such as 57, the 

less globalized is that country). One can see a significant difference between the two 

cultures based on the FP index.

Thus, based on the reasons mentioned above, Canada and China have been chosen 

as cultural samples for this study since they appear to differ from each other quite 

dramatically and there are not studies comparing the two countries on the issue of trust 

thus far.

This dissertation will examine whether or not the size and composition o f the trust 

circle differs in different domains (e.g. the economic risk domain and the personal 

information sharing domain), in situations characterized by different content (e.g. 

positive and negative shared personal information) as well as in different levels of trust
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required (due to the risk involved should the trust be violated), for example in the 

financial domain, this risk is operationalized as amount o f lending money involved. 

Furthermore, I will also seek to find out whether the size and the composition of the trust 

circle change in different ethnic-cultural groups.

“How I trust others” is the natural way for both researchers and participants to 

think of trust; however it is just one side while “how others trust me” is another side 

which is also an interesting question, worthy of exploration. I believe that it is only by 

looking at both trustworthiness directions (from me to others, from others to me) that we 

can see the whole trust picture. Unfortunately, there is little or no directly related research 

on this topic, so the study was designed to examine the trust circle from both 

perspectives, or loci to provide additional insight into this reciprocal trust relationship.

The above is a short general overview. The next part will begin with a literature 

review of trust research. Then the concept o f the trust circle will be defined and discussed 

in detail and, while pointing out the limitations of trust research and the lack o f research 

concerning the “trust circle”, the aims of this dissertation will be presented. After that, 

cross-cultural studies will be reviewed for the insight they provide about possible cultural 

differences o f trust and related phenomena that might influence trust. After this, a pilot 

study, which provided the questionnaire for the dissertation, will be discussed briefly, 

followed by a description of the method used in the main study. The following results and 

discussion of the main study will be organized into the 4 sections: 1. The trust circle in 

economic domains; 2. The trust circle in personal information sharing domains; 3. The 

trust circle in domain-based trust (comparing economic risk and personal information
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sharing domains); 4. Similarities and differences between the loci of “I-trust-others” and 

“others-trust-me”.

Trust

To date, it seems that there is no unified and universal definition of trust 

recognized by every expert. For example, Foddy (2003) believes that trust is someone’s 

expectation that another or others will perform an action which either is beneficial or is 

not detrimental to us. Tyler (2001) points out that one of the important aspects of trust is 

the prediction of the future behavior of others; that is, people are concerned about what 

others will do, what their future behavior will be. Similarly, trust is defined as an 

expectation that partners and/or potential partners will have goodwill when they deal with 

us (Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994).

Hardin (2001) defines trust as a relation of three-parts: person A trusts person B 

to do X; here, the concept of trust is a dyadic one, concentrating on specific actions, in 

which all three parts are necessary for a whole trust process. Kramer (1996) believes that 

trust is related to cognition and influenced by hierarchical social relationships. On the 

other hand, Cook and Cooper (2003) consider trust at the micro level of society and have 

investigated the role of trust as a facilitator of cooperation and informal social exchange. 

The diversity o f definitions of trust suggests that the trust concept is not simple and easy 

to define but rather is complex and multi-layered.

Even though we have no universally accepted definition of trust, there are still 

some important and basic factors mentioned by most researchers and scholars. That is 

trust is important in a number of ways: a core aspect of most definitions of trust is the 

“intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations o f the intentions of the
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behavior of another” (Rousseau et al, 1998, p.395). This definition will be adopted in this 

thesis.

Mayer, Davis and Schoolman (1995) name both parties of trust in their definition 

of trust with an expectation perspective. They indicate that trust is defined as the 

willingness of a truster to be vulnerable to the actions of a trustee based on the 

expectation that the trustee will perform a particular action important to the truster 

(Mayer, et cal., 1995). It seems that “trust is a psychological state comprising the 

intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or 

behavior of another” (Rousseau, et al, 1998, p.395).

Once again, predicting the behavior of others is one of the most important aspects 

o f trust (Tyler, 2001). Trust obviously appears in the context of human actions, as a 

whole, it depends on the future contingent actions of others, and follows one’s own 

action/behavior as a consequence of trust. For example, people believe that the politician 

will fulfill his promises to them, hence they vote for him; the expectation of another’s 

benevolent action and their own benevolent actions together comprise trust.

Most current views reflect the idea that trust is important in risky situations. There 

is agreement by most researchers on the conditions that must exist for trust to arise. Risk 

is one condition considered essential in psychological, sociological, and economic 

conceptualizations of trust (Rotter, 1967; Williamson, 1993; Yamagishi & Yamagishi,

1994). The dependent connection between trust and risk taking arises from a reciprocal 

relationship: risk creates a necessity o f trust, and trust decreases the perceived risk. Trust 

would not be needed if actions could be undertaken with complete certainty and no risk 

(Lewis & Weigert, 1985).
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Yamagishi, Cook and Watabe (1998) use the term “social uncertainty” to refer to 

the risk of being exploited in social interactions. That is, social uncertainty usually exists 

when others may have an incentive and an opportunity to act in a way that imposes costs 

or harm on the person and when the person does not have enough information to predict 

whether others will behave in a positive way (Yamagishi et al., 1998).

The other condition of trust may be interdependence, where the interests o f one 

party cannot be achieved without reliance upon another, since trust is about A to B with 

X, without any one of them, trust would not be happen.

Both risk and interdependence are required for trust to emerge (Sheppard & 

Sherman, 1998). In other words, trust is the willingness to be vulnerable under conditions 

of risk and interdependence, generally speaking (Rousseau, et al., 1998).

Based on various viewpoints, researchers have classified trust into categories; 

several types o f trust will be introduced here briefly in order to better understand trust.

Relational trus. This type of trust derives from repeated interactions over time 

between truster and trustee (McAllister, 1995). This trust is viewed as an interpersonal or 

a relational phenomenon; thus, trust is initiated, built, enhanced, or destroyed through 

interpersonal transactions (Rousseau et a l,  1998).

Group-based trust is a type o f trust involving ingroup members, based on the fact 

that both truster and trustee belong to the same group. Yamagishi et al (2005) pointed out 

that people trust their own group members because they expect others to treat them well 

as a member of their group. This view is consistent with both “generalized exchange” 

(Buchan, Croson & Dawes, 2002; Kiyonari, Tanida & Yamagishi, 2000), and with social
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identity and self-categorization theory (Brown, 2000; Hogg, 2001; Turner & Pratkanis, 

1998).

Social Trust is linked to the role of groups in “providing people with information 

about their social identities” (Tyler, 2001, p. 302). Social trust is also related to social 

relationships and varies with those relationships (Tyler, 2003a). Social trust is an element 

of social capital. Sources of social capital include family, friends, neighbors, peers, and 

colleagues and social trust is also viewed as a property embedded in social relations in 

groups rather than in individual behavior (Welch, Rivera, Conway, Yonkoski, Lupton & 

Giancola, 2005).

Identification-based Trust is more likely to depend on a person’s identification 

(Maguire, Phillips & Hardy, 2001). If people can construct themselves and others as 

possessing particular identities, then trust is possible. Also, when they are involved with 

identification-based trust, people show an increasing tolerance of exposure to risk and 

harm (Maguire et. al., 2001). Identification-based trust and group-based trust overlap in 

some situations, if  identifying criteria are also the criteria to recognize a group; however, 

in many circumstances, they are different.

The types of trust mentioned above appear to share some common characteristics. 

For example, group-based trust is a kind o f identification-based trust while social trust is 

also based on identity. The factor of the type o f relationship is important not only in 

relational trust, but also in group-based trust, social trust and identification-based trust. 

Actually, social, group, identification-based and relationship trust are all linked to each 

other; these definitions have developed over time as researchers have worked to 

understand trust and it is not surprising there is some overlap.
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What Has Been Done in Related Trust Researches

Before I discuss the researches about the trust circle, variability of the trust circle, 

as well as trust circles in cross-cultural viewpoint, I would like to look back at what 

researchers and scholars have accomplished.

Group identity and trust have been investigated by many researchers (Dirks, 1999; 

Foddy, 2002; Tyler, 2003b & Yamagishi et al., 2005; Yuki, Maddux, Brewer & 

Takemura, 2005) to determine whether or not people’s trust differs from ingroup to 

outgroup. Many of these studies employ laboratory settings with various forms of games 

in which people’s outcomes depend in part on the behaviour of others. For example, 

Foddy (2002) asked whether or not there would be more entrustment if  the other person 

was from the same group, even if the other was not personally known to the focal person. 

In order to address this question empirically, using existing categories of students (here, 

those majoring in similar or different fields), who had not, and would not meet each 

other, trust was assessed in terms of whether people showed preference to entrust their 

outcomes to an ingroup or outgroup “allocator”, who, they were told, had allocated some 

or none of an endowment to people in the participants’ group. The participants could 

choose the allocation of one of the two allocators without knowing until after the choice, 

from what the share of the allocators’ funds had been, Foddy found strong preference for 

ingroup allocator, based on the belief that ingroup members would have allocated more to 

them. These results were interpreted to indicate that higher relative trust in strangers can 

be based in beliefs that category membership entails obligations to treat fellow group 

members benevolently.
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To some extent, all groups may discriminate social behavior between intra-group 

and inter-group. In other words, it may be universally true that people think that “we” are 

more trustworthy or honest than “they” (Brewer, 1999). This is likely to extend to the 

various bases of trust noted earlier, i.e., relational, group, category, etc.

The relationship between trust and cooperation, though not central to this thesis, 

had been studied extensively, and provides information about the dynamics of trust, 

particularly group-based trust (Brewer, 1999; Cook & Hardin, 2001; Foddy, Yamagishi 

& Platow, 2006; Yamagishi, 2003). The relationship between trust and cooperation was 

examined ingeniously by the following experiment. Two real participants were in a dyad: 

a sender and a receiver, each with some amount o f money. All dyads were randomly split 

into two types: sender and receiver in the same group or in a different group (Foddy, 

2002). In the experiment, the sender must trust the receiver to reciprocate while the 

receiver must want to give something to the sender—thus, they must cooperate (Berg, 

Dickhaut & McCabe, 1995). Results of the experiment indicated that when the 

interactants in the dyads shared a common group membership, the levels o f trust and 

cooperation were higher than when the dyads were not of the same group (Berg et al., 

1995; Foddy, 2002). Similarly, Yamagishi (2003) pointed out that people were less 

cooperative when they played with an outgroup partner than with an ingroup partner.

Among trust studies related to Americans, one study is most interesting. Brewer, 

Aday & Gross (2005) examined Americans’ generalized beliefs about how much the 

United States can trust other nations after the terrorist attacks of September 11, in 2001 

and 2002. They found that the public's level of trust of Americans in other nations went 

from low in the immediate aftermath o f September 11, 2001 to even lower in the
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following summer. It is regretful that there are no data about what the level of 

international trust was prior to the terrorist attacks, and it is thus not possible to compare 

the trust before and after Sep. 11, 2001. In addition, the research did not identify what 

other nations specifically.

Do age, gender or education matter in issues of trust? The answer is yes. Here are 

some examples. Age similarity is positively correlated with trust. Younger executives 

tend to express a higher level of trust in their connections with each other in a Chinese 

sample (Farh, Tsui, Xin & Cheng, 1998; Wang & Yamagishi, 2005). Male subordinates 

with male supervisors expressed a lower level of trust in their supervisors than male 

subordinates with female supervisors (Farh, et al., 1998). Men would trust individuals 

based on whether or not they shared group memberships; on the other hand, women 

tended to trust those who shared direct or indirect relationship connections, which was 

found in a study sought to investigate differences in interdependence within the domain 

o f trust conducted by Maddux and Brewer (2005).

Even though there are still untouched areas in trust research, trust has, up to now, 

been examined by scholars across a range of disciplines. It is worth mentioning at this 

point that the Russell Sage Foundation, as the principal American foundation devoted 

exclusively to research in the social sciences, has sponsored a large number of trust 

studies and has been publishing books containing the results, including Trust and 

Trustworthiness (Hardin, 2002), Trust in Society (Cook, 2001), Trust in the Law (Tyler 

& Huo, 2002) and Cooperation Without Trust (Cook, Hardin & Levi, 2005) etc.

Furthermore, trust research has been conducted not only in researchers’ own 

cultures and nationalities, but also in cross-cultural settings. In essence, the core issues
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are whether “culture” and “behavior” are distinguishable entities, and whether the former 

is antecedent to, or even causes, the latter. Culture is what makes it possible for 

something to be a thing, and for a human being to be a person (Packer & Tappan, 2001).

It indicates that some cultures develop robust cultures of trust, whereas others are 

pervaded with distrust (Putnam, 1995; Rose, 1994). One should attempt to specify the 

wider cultural factors which are conducive to trust in the short and long term and see how 

their impact accumulates in establishing lasting traditions of generalized trust. As a kind 

of social behavior and a psychological tendency, trust is a constituent element of a given 

cultural system and cannot be separated from it, trust, as a result of culture, may therefore 

be different in various social and cultural systems (Earle & Cvetkorich, 1995; Fukuyama, 

1995; Yamagishi & Yamagishi 1994).

Within the field of cross-national research, there are many more studies that have 

been conducted between Japanese and Americans. Some Japanese researchers are 

interested in exploring who (Japanese or Americans) will trust others more. For instance, 

Yamagishi (1988) pointed out, based on experiments and surveys, that Japanese 

participants had a lower level of trust in strangers and cooperated less in social dilemmas 

involving strangers compared to their American counterparts. American participants 

cooperated more often (contributing 56.2% of the resource money) than did Japanese 

participants (who contributed 44.4% of the resource money). Yamagishi & Yamagishi 

found again in 1994 that Americans are more “trusting” than the Japanese as measured by 

comparison trusting of others in general between Japanese and Americans using a cross

national questionnaire survey (Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). Results o f a later study 

conducted by Kiyonari and Yamagishi (1999) repeatedly showed a higher level o f trust
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among Americans than among Japanese. This may seem counter-intuitive because the 

stereotype of Japanese is that they are very group-oriented; however, they may not 

necessarily be “group-oriented” when the group is a diffuse social category and not a 

group o f individuals with ties of relationship and obligation.

Yamagishi & Yamagishi (1994) considered this repeatedly confirmed result 

surprising to those who think that one o f the significant characteristics of Japanese 

society is the stability o f interpersonal and inter-organizational relations, especially in 

comparison to American society, and therefore it seems natural to conclude that stronger 

trust would have been nurtured in Japanese society. Yet this logical conclusion was 

inconsistent with the repeatedly confirmed results. In 2005, Yamagishi et al. also 

explored who, Australians or Japanese, would show stronger group-based trust, with 

finding no major difference found between Australian and Japanese participants. Another 

cross-national trust study compared trust among managers in Australia and China (Wang 

& Clegg, 2002). They noted that Australian managers expressed more trust in 

subordinates’ psychological maturity than did Chinese managers.

Many cross-cultural trust studies have recently used samples made up of Asians 

and Americans or Europeans. For example, Koreans and Danes were chosen by Kim, 

Helgesen & Ahn (2002) as their representatives to study cross-cultural trust and they 

found that although both Danes and Koreans trusted close ingroup members, such as 

family members and friends, Koreans were much less likely to trust their colleagues and 

outgroup members. Japan and the United States were samples of East and West in a 

cross-cultural study of group-based trust conducted by Yuki, et.al., 2005), in the study, it 

was found that Americans tended to trust people primarily based on whether they shared
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category memberships; however, trust for Japanese was based on the likelihood of 

sharing direct or indirect interpersonal links.

There is some cross-national trust research related to China. A study concerned 

with supervisors’ trust was conducted in China and the United States to explore the 

relationship between sales performance and supervisors’ trust (Atuahene-Gima & Li, 

2002). The study showed that supervisee trust enhanced sales performance for Chinese 

subjects when the supervisor possessed a higher level of achievement orientation style; 

for Americans, effects were negative or nonexistent for all examined variables excepting 

achievement orientation and supervisor accessibility. Another trust study concentrating 

on China and the United States considered the boundaries of trust (Buchan & Croson, 

2004); this will be discussed in detail below.

It is believed by many scholars that China, Japan and Korea are collectivist 

countries while the United States is an individualist country (Chirkov, Lynch & Niwa, 

2005; Huff, & Kelley, 2003; Probst & Lawler, 2006). Buchan and her colleague (2002) 

chose the samples for their study from China, Japan, Korea and the United States. The 

four countries participated in an experiment using the trust, or, sender/receiver paradigm 

based on Berg trust game; trust was measured by the amount of money sent by a sender 

to a receiver. They found that people in collectivist countries showed more trust than did 

the Americans. Also, in the three eastern countries, Chinese participants extended high 

levels o f trust, Japanese participants extended low levels of trust, and Koreans trusted the 

least.

A study conducted to explore trust levels between racial/ethnic minorities and 

majorities in the United States provides some interesting results (Schnittker, 2004). From
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the results o f the study, it appears that blacks and Hispanics are less trusting of their 

personal white physicians than are whites, and that education and income level both 

increase degree of trust placed in the physicians. That is, cultural or racial/ethnic diversity 

affects trust of others.

Recently, the term Guanxi has emerged from trust research related to China. The 

meaning of Guanxi in Chinese is closest to the meaning of “relationship” in English, but 

the two terms do not mean exactly the same thing. Guanxi is a type of interpersonal 

relationship, and built on a particular criterion, such as shared attributes, identity, or 

origin (Tsui & Farh, 1997), or being relatives and close friends. Guanxi literally means 

relationship or connection becoming an enabler of transactions (Ramasamy, Goh & 

Yeung, 2006), this/these relationships you can count on, you can rely on.

Some studies explore the links between guanxi and trust (Chen, Chen & Xin, 

2004; Chou, Cheng, Huang & Cheng, 2006; Peng, 2001). The function o f Guanxi in trust 

is not totally positive or negative, but rather is more complex. For instance, if  Guanxi 

networks include non-job (unemployment), departmental and past team networks, it is 

found that the past team guanxi network of a team member displays a positive effect on 

the trust network, while non-job and departmental guanxi networks show negative effects 

on the trust network (Chou et al., 2006). To establish and enhance interpersonal trust, 

favoring a nephew of a hometown fellow would lower trust, but favoring a college 

schoolmate or a close friend would not (Chen et al., 2004). In order to investigate the 

strategies o f producing interpersonal trust in Chinese society and the relations among 

such strategies, Peng (2001) conducted a study using a sample aged from 16-65 years 

asking participants to report the strategies they would use to enhance the trustworthiness
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of the focal person to scenarios. The results pointed out that a legal approach in 

conjunction with guanxi management can be used by Chinese in order to enhance 

interpersonal trust.

Among what had been done in related trust research, there is little known about 

the trust circle, let alone trust circle research in Canada and China. The aim of this study 

is to provide new knowledge by exploring the concept of the “trust circle” and its 

differences between cultures of the East and the Westj, the research is relevant within, as 

well as across, cultures. In addition, the investigation of loci of trust (I trust you, you trust 

me) will only be focused on relations in general, rather than discussed against a cultural 

background.

Trust Circle

A new concept, the trust circle, is defined and tested in the present study. The 

concept of “trust circle” includes two dimensions: 1. the size of the trust circle, which 

represents the number of trustees; 2. the composition of the trust circle, which describes 

who will be in the circle and how they are trusted as reflected by the hierarchy o f trust, or 

the order of trusting.

Human beings do not, will not and cannot trust everyone else, and they also do 

not and cannot trust only themselves; thus people must trust some others, if  not all others 

and if not only themselves, how many others being trusted is therefore described in the 

trust circle with the trust circle size.

In addition, even if the circle size is the same, who is being trusted by you may be 

different from who is being trusted by me, for example, even if we both trust 3 others, 

you may trust 3 family members while I may trust 3 out-of-family members, as
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relationships to the focal person differ within the trust circle, furthermore, even when the 

same kinds o f people (e.g. friend, teacher and psychologist) are trusted, there is an 

existing order of trusting issue; for example, you trust psychologist most, friend second, 

and teacher last, but it is vise verse for me. In order to describe these, we need trust circle 

composition to describe.

I believe that the new concept of “trust circle” can depicts trust in more detail than 

has previously been done, and it itself embodies the basic features of trust since trust is a 

relationship between people. Trust behavior involves 2 basic issues: 1. how many people 

are trusted, which can be described by using trust circle size; 2. the relationship between 

trustor and trustee, as well as the hierarchy of trusting (the order of trusting), which can 

be described by using trust composition. If we do not know the relationships of people in 

trust in addition to the number of people being trusted, how can we fully understand trust 

behaviors? Certainly, knowing the sizes of the trust circle and the composition of people 

in the trust circle will tell us more about trust than we know so far.

Again, even though there is plenty of trust research which covers political science 

(Boeckmann & Tyler, 2003), business management (Jenkins & Lawler, 1981), health 

systems (Cook et al., 2004) etc., as well as trust building (Cook et al., 2005) and trust 

maintaining (Kewicki & Bunker, 1996), it appears that little is known about the size and 

composition of the group one trusts, in other words, the trust circle.

There are several studies which touch upon group size. For instance, the concept 

o f “social distance”, a measure o f the closeness between players in a strategic interaction 

that has been acknowledged to have a profound influence on individual decisions 

(Akelof, 1997), and the circle of inclusion, based on a program which was designed to
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widen people’s inclusion to include more people (Houlette et al., 2004) have inspired me 

to put forward my own opinions about the trust circle.

Whether or not trust varies in different sized groups has been examined in small 

and large groups (Draeger, 1969; Sato, 1988), but most of this research has been based on 

experimental studies. As an example of this research, Sato (1988) investigated whether 

the effect of trust on cooperation diminishes as group size increases. One hundred and 

seventeen Japanese undergraduates were assigned to a high- or low-trust condition and 

assigned to either 3- or 7-person groups. Participants were given money and asked to 

decide how much o f it they wished to contribute, which would then generate benefits that 

would be equally shared by all members of their group. Results indicated that the positive 

effect o f trust on cooperation exists only in small groups. In other words, the effects of 

trust diminished as the group size increased.

In order to help children widen their circles of inclusion to include people who are 

different from themselves based on race, sex, and weight, Houlette and his colleagues 

(2004) asked 830 first and second grade children to participate in a “Green Circle” 

program over four weeks. When children selected their preferred playmate, the 

researchers hoped that the children would draw their circle of social inclusion wider to 

take in others who had previously been excluded in other sessions and the results reached 

the purpose of the study, the program led children to be more inclusive in selecting their 

preferred playmate and the green circle became larger.

Fukuyama (1995) suggested that there exists a boundary of trust in different 

cultures or societies; people in relationships within that boundary are trusted and 

trustworthy, but people outside of that boundary are not. According to Fukuyama, this
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boundary in China is quite close-in, while in the US this boundary is much farther out. In 

order to test Fukuyama’s idea, Buchan and Croson (2004) examined the boundaries of 

trust in the United States and China. In their study, Buchan and Croson created 7 types of 

trustees to represent different levels of social distance, they were: parent, sibling, cousin, 

fellow student you know well, student from a near-by university, stranger from your 

home town, stranger from another country.

Studies of the size of groups and the circle of social inclusion are related to the 

trust circle, and these researches provide useful information in the conceptualization of 

the trust circle. However, group size is not the same as trust circle size, and the circle of 

social inclusion is also different from the concept o f the trust circle. The trust boundary 

seems close to the circle of trust but, again, it is not the same. Actually, a trust boundary 

is a rigid line, dividing those trusted from those not trusted. However the composition of 

the trust circle not only describes the relationship to the focal person within the trust 

circle, but also describes a hierarchy of trusting, who will be trusted most, who will be 

trusted second and so on. On the other hand, the trust circle is a dynamic circle which 

reflects the number o f trustees, the relationship to the focal person, as well as the 

hierarchy of trusting. Both together form the overall trust circle.

Variability of the Trust Circle

The argument I wish to present is that trust is not a static thing, rather it varies 

across domains and degree of risk involved in placing trust in others. The question of 

how trust varies across time is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, the focus is on 

how trust varies in current, ongoing relationships. These may or may not be long or short

term; the research reported here is concerned with what people report about existing
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relationships, which no doubt have a history, but the origin of these trusting relationships 

was not dealt with.

Hardin (2001) believes that trust depends on the context in which it exists. For 

example, a person who trusts you with gossip does not necessarily trust you on an 

economic issue. Several researchers have also paid attention to the context of trust (Child 

& Mollering, 2003; Hardin, 2001; Rousseau, et al., 1998). The important question is not 

“how much do I trust?” but “in what areas and in what ways do I trust?” (Rousseau, et al., 

1998, p. 395) Indeed, “context is critical to understanding trust.” Trust knowledge needs 

to address whether a particular context has influenced trust (Rousseau et al., 1998, p.

395).

However, it seems very little research has so far explored the relationship of trust 

and context. It is therefore the task o f this dissertation to investigate the trust circle in a 

situational perspective, that is to explore how the people included in one’s trust circle 

change with domain of trust, with valence of domain, with risk level, with whether one is 

a truster or a trustee, and whether these show any significant difference between cultures, 

an area in which one might expect differences in both the size and composition of the 

trust circle.

Like selecting cultural samples, as has been discussed before, it is necessary to 

choose a domain sample which is different and can thus provide two different 

backgrounds to explore whether the trust circle differs in different domains. Like the 

criteria for choosing culture, the main point for choosing is difference between the two 

domains. Generally speaking, some background in the material/financial domain differs 

as much as possible from some background in the personal information-sharing domain.
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While these two main domains are similar in that trust requires degrees of risk, they differ 

in the content o f the “commodity” entrusted, and so for most purposes in this thesis.

In the two basic and different domains, we further need to narrow down specific 

situations that are suitable for the study, the situations can also be “ideal” and typical 

representatives of the economic risk and personal information-sharing domains.

Money plays an important role in people’s material/financial life and it is also a 

basic part o f people’s economic life. How people handle money, whom they entrust their 

money to, and how people make up their trust circles are a typical domain in which to 

explore the trust circle in the economic context.

Most often, as long as an individual has his/her personal/social information, 

thoughts, emotions, feelings and problems, the person may needs to share his/her 

thoughts, emotions, and feelings with others as well as all kinds of personal information, 

news, private issues, experiences and so on. How and with whom a person shares such 

personal information embodies trust (Butler, 1999). A relationship between trust and 

information sharing is explained very succinctly by a study conducted by Kerr, Stattin 

and Trost (1999), in which a positive relationship between trust and disclosure of 

information was found. Indeed, the sharing o f personal information with others is another 

typical domain in which to investigate the trust circle in this study.

Money is a domain in which people can equate value, and it does not encompass 

other utilities. Generally speaking, probably, there is no good money or bad money in the 

world. However, in people’s personal life, the information people tend to trust and share 

with others is usually either “good” (positive) or “bad” (negative), so this study will
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examine both positive and negative personal domains in personal information sharing 

domain. Niu (1995) found that elementary students in China chose different trustees to 

share their personal information with, according to the type of information or emotions 

they wanted to share. Cvetkovich, Siegrist, Murray and Tragesser (2002) conducted a 

study in which they assessed the influence of trust on the effects of good and bad news, 

they found that the influence of good or bad news differs: those low in general trust 

judged bad news as more informative than good news than those high in general trust 

judged. Because there are so many varied things people need to share and those things are 

not neutral but rather are positive or negative, can we study the domain-based trust circle 

using only positive (or negative) information and then generalize to all other situations? 

The answer is no.

It could be expected that people’s trust circle in the personal/social domain will 

not be exactly the same in both positive and negative settings. In this study, I will 

categorize shared personal information into positive (i.e. good news, pleasant 

experiences, happy stories and so on) and negative (such as bad news, unpleasant 

experiences, sad stories, frustrations, problems, etc.) in order to better explore the nature 

of the trust circle. This makes the personal domain different from the economic risk 

domain, since there are two positive and negative valences o f personal information 

sharing domain, but no further valence in economic risk domain.

In the positive or negative personal/social domain, the levels of risk in entrusting 

information differ. For negative information, the issue can vary from a light unpleasant 

experience to extremely bad news. For positive information, the issue can vary from a
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simple exchange of information to boasting or bragging. This distinction, about 

anticipated outcomes of trusting someone, is of particular interest in this study because it 

may affect the size and composition of the trust circle, and further, may show cross 

cultural differences.

Trust as a reciprocal relation If there are two parties involved in a transaction, 

whether it involves financial or personal matters, the person who places trust in the other 

must believe that the other is trustworthy; the person also expects and may receive the 

other’s trust at the same time. People develop attributions about their own 

trustworthiness, which in turn affect their willingness to accept trusting behavior from 

others. That is, trust is a reciprocal behavior: “I trust others” and “others trust me”. I 

believe that trust in the “I-trust-others” direction and the “others-trust-me” direction may 

differ, the study uses locus o f  trust to describe the two trust states, “I trust others” and 

“others trust me”, because the trust sender and trust receiver differ in the two trust loci, 

specifically, the trust sender in the locus of “I-trust-others” changes to trust receiver in 

the locus of “others-trust-me”, and the trust receiver in the locus of “I-trust-others” 

becomes the trust sender in the locus o f “others-trust-me”. The relationship between the 

locus o f trust and the trust circle will be explored and the concept o f trust circle is useful 

to explore these differences.

In short, the domain (financial and personal), the valence of the domain (positive 

and negative personal information), the level o f risk involved (from mild to serious), and 

the locus of trust (“I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me") are all issues to be explored in 

this thesis. The additional question involves the cultural comparison, is now addressed 

below.
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The Trust Circle in Different Cultures

“Cultures are seen as products of past human behavior and as shapers of future 

human behavior. Thus, humans are producers of culture and, at the same time, our 

behavior is influenced by it” (Segall, 1999, p.23). That is, all human behavior is cultural 

to some extent because the human species is fundamentally a social one (Berry,

Poortinga, Segall & Dasen, 2002c). Human behavior is meaningful only when viewed in 

the socio-cultural context in which it occurs (Segall, 1979).

Berry (1974) pointed out the inappropriateness of importing some American 

social-psychological concepts into Canada, such as studying French Canadian-English 

Canadian relations using an implicit model derived from African American-White 

American research. People in any given cultural context gradually develop a set o f social 

behaviors that enables them to function well - naturally, flexibly, and adaptively - in a 

range of situations, and these situations are fairly common and recurrent in the cultural 

context (Kitayama, Markus, Matsumoto & Norasakkunkit, 1997). There are relationships 

between context variables and psychological variables across different cultures (Berry, 

2000). As a kind of social behavior and a psychological tendency, trust is a constituent 

element of a given cultural system and cannot be separated from it.

Kitayama et al. (1997) assert that an individual’s psychological systems must be 

attuned to and coordinated with the cultural system in which he or she is. Here lies a clear 

and important opinion that culture and the mind/consciousness of people make each other 

up. A study about people’s psyche (such as mind, awareness, consciousness etc.) should 

also include their cultural background if a whole picture is expected. Many studies have 

examined the interaction in a wider scope, such as culture and self-concept (Mastlund,
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Norlander & Archer, 2001), culture and cognitive style (Engelbrecht & Natzel, 1997), 

culture and temperament (Brandstrom, Richter & Przybeck, 2002), culture and 

attachment (Ditommaso, Brannen & Burgess, 2005), culture and self-esteem (Phelps, 

Taylor & Gerard, 2001; Zhang, 2005) and so on. As the product of certain cultures, the 

trust circle should be studied with its cultural background. Since trust and the involved 

culture are part of each other, separating them in research must give incomplete results. 

By exploring generalities and specifics of the trust circle in cultural contexts, we can 

better understand the fundamental features of trust.

The question of cultural differences addresses a more general issue: at what level 

are there similarities across cultures (universals), and where are there important specific 

differences? One can see that basic behaviors and basic psychological processes are 

likely to be common features to all members o f the human species; however, culture 

influences the development and display o f psychological characteristics, that is, culture 

engenders different variations on these underlying themes (Berry et al., 2002c).

Cross-cultural studies give us both culture-general and culture-specific knowledge 

(Triandis, 1980). As long as people understand the culture-specific trust issue, people can 

understand culture-general trust better and vice versa. The relationship between culture in 

the widest sense and psychological phenomenon is the central issue (Jahoda, 1980). It is 

possible, in the domain considered for this thesis, that cultural differences in the trust 

circle may shed light on how features o f the two cultures influence trusting.

Generally speaking, a functional approach to conducting cultural research is to 

compare different cultures, thus requiring at least two cultures. People usually try to find 

cultures that differ from each other as much as possible to serve the cross-cultural study
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purpose. Why Canada and China were chosen for the cultural sample in the study has 

been mainly discussed previously. The two nations represent two distinct cultures of the 

West and the East. From a geographical point of view, the two countries are far from 

each other. China is in the Eastern hemisphere, and Canada is in the Western hemisphere. 

In addition, the countries’ histories, political systems, organizational systems, languages, 

traditions, lifestyles, etc are very different. In terms of cultural background, Canada and 

China are meaningful, well-functioning participants in their unique cultural 

environments. They have gradually developed a particular set o f psychological processes 

and social behaviors that are attuned to and therefore support and match the prevalent 

patterns of the cultural systems.

Many scholars have demonstrated a number o f differences between Asia and the 

West (Kashima, 2002; Kashima & Triandis, 1986; Nisbett, Peng, Choi & Norenzayan, 

2001; Triandis et al., 1988). For example, Kitayama et al. (1997) believe that Western 

cultures are organized according to meanings and practices that encourage individual 

independence and autonomy of a self that is separate from other similar selves and from 

social context. On the other hand, many Asian cultures do not highlight the separation of 

each individual, in contrast, these cultures are organized according to meanings and 

practices that encourage a fundamental connectedness among individuals with a 

significant relationship (e.g. family, workplace, and classroom). Individualism, as a 

cultural pattern, is found in most western regions, including North America, while 

collectivism is common in Asia (Triandis, et al., 1988).

The construct of individualism and collectivism (I-C) is very wide ranging, 

multifaceted, and possibly over-extended to the point that it has become a catch-all to
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explain a very large number of psychological differences across cultures (Kagitcibasi, 

1997). It is obvious that individualism/collectivism has long been of significance in social 

thought about human nature and the relationship among human beings. The promise of 

individualism/collectivism is “perhaps the most important dimension of cultural 

difference in social behavior across the diverse cultures of the world” (Triandis, 1988, 

P-60).

Contemporary Canadian culture, in contrast with contemporary Chinese culture, 

highlights the importance and necessity o f making personal choices, forming judgments, 

and having opinions of one’s own. Becoming a well-functioning member in this cultural 

context requires that one possess a set of psychological resources that generate and keep 

accessible a wide array of individual attitudes and personal preferences (Kitayama et al., 

1997). In individualist countries, everyone is expected to look after him or herself. The 

opposite of an individualistic culture is a collectivist one. In collectivist countries, people 

are integrated into strong, cohesive ingroups from birth (Porter, 1997).

The defining difference between individualism and collectivism is a primary 

concern for oneself in contrast to a concern for the groups(s) to which one belongs. For 

example, Triandis (1995) proposes that there are four defining attitudes: 1. the definition 

o f the self as personal or collective, independent or interdependent; 2. personal goals 

having priority over group goals (or vice versa); 3 emphasis on exchange rather than on 

communal relationships; and 4. relative importance of personal attitudes versus social 

norms in a person’s behavior.

According to general ideas about individualism and collectivism, it is believed 

that in Eastern countries or collectivist cultures, such as China and Korea, family plays a
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central role; however, in Western countries or individualist cultures (i.e. North America), 

there is less emphasis on family associations (Porter, 1997). Unlike Western culture, 

Chinese culture is often noted for its particularism and insistence on building up trust 

through cultivating personal relationships (Trompenaars, 1993).

However, some scholars disagree with the idea that the East and the West 

represent collectivism and individualism separately, because the issue is not a simple one. 

Some scholars argue that Chinese/Asians represent individualism and that Canada /West 

represents collectivism. For example, Fijineman, Willemsen & Poortinga (1996) carried 

out an experiment to test some predictions about differences in behavior between 

societies previously characterized as collectivist or individualist in Hong Kong, Turkey, 

Greece, the United States and the Netherlands. They found that emotional closeness to 

specific social others (e.g., father, sister, cousin, close friend, neighbor, unknown person) 

explained differences in inputs and outputs, rather than being due to the more general 

variable o f individual-collectivism in all six countries.

Regarding levels of trust among individualist and collectivist countries, such as 

the United States and China, there have emerged some contradictory conclusions. 

Fukuyama (1995) suggests that the United States has a higher degree of generalized trust 

and spontaneous sociability than does China. Also, Fukuyama’s concept o f the trust 

boundary depends on the strength of the social ties in relationships. According to 

Fukuyama, the Chinese trust boundary is quite close-in, accepting only kin to the inner 

circle, while in the United States, this boundary is much farther out, including individuals 

outside of one’s family.
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Buchan and Croson (2004) tested Fukuyama’s ideas by examining reported levels 

of trust and trustworthiness extended to and expected from various family members 

(parent, sibling, cousin) and non-family members (student you know well, student from 

another university, stranger from your home town, stranger from another country) among 

American and Chinese participants. The study was conducted as an investment game 

with participants being randomly assigned to roles of proposer and responder. They 

found higher levels of reported generalized trust in China than in the United States. They 

also failed to demonstrate a strict boundary of trust in China among kin-related 

counterparts. Actually, they believed that there is no significant difference between the 

boundaries o f trust among Chinese and Americans.

Based on the data collected in the 1990 wave o f the World Values Survey 

(Inglehart, Basanez & Moreno, 1998), although levels of general trust between family 

and non-family for both China and the US fall markedly, levels of trust in the US toward 

strangers remained relatively high, while those in China dropped. However, Buchan and 

Croson (2004) did not see a more significant drop in trust among Chinese participants 

between the family and non-family counterparts than they saw for American participants.

These contradictory results concerning the link between cultures and trust leave 

us with few conclusive findings and the issue o f national differences in trust and 

trustworthiness is one that we as psychological researchers need to better understand.

Thus, the research project o f this thesis is to explore these questions through the 

conceptual framework of the trust circle. The research allows an important comparison of 

two cultures in which it might be expected that the trust circle might differ in ways 

relevant to the cultural differences signified above.
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PURPOSE and RESEARCH DESIGN

This study is an exploratory study because little is known about the trust circle 

and there seems to be no similar research to be used as a point of reference.

Given the purpose of the study, exploring the trust circle in both economic and 

personal domains, I decided to use the “lending o f money”, an economic domain 

involving risk, as a basis from which to create a questionnaire because money permeates 

our world and perhaps embodies trust more than many other behaviors in the current 

world. A decision about whether or not to lend money to others is based on whether or 

not the others are trusted and how they are trusted. If there is no trust at all, the 

reasonable consequence may be that no money is lent, and how you trust others is 

reflected by how much money you choose to lend to others. Similarly, the economic 

decision to initiate a risky transaction, such as an internet purchase, involves trust, as 

does a decision to invest money in a business etc. In all these cases, there is an element 

of risk o f personal harm, as well as personal gain.

I chose “sharing” as another basis from which to create a questionnaire in the 

personal domain since in this world we live, telling others one’s news, stories, or 

experiences is a very common interaction between people and no doubt also embodies 

trust because “trust assumes a key position within this transactional process of 

information exchange or communicative interaction” (Thiede, 2005, p .1452). In contrast 

to the neutrality of money, personal information has either a positive or negative nature 

for individuals. As mentioned before, it would be indispensable to explore both contents 

o f the domain in order to understand the trust circle in all its aspects. Also, there is a risk
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involved in engaging in personal domain, such as being jealous by others in sharing 

positive information with others, reputation being discredited in sharing negative 

personal information.

The next issue is how to design the study in order to best explore trust circle size 

and composition in economic risk and personal information sharing domains. Buchan and 

Croson (2004) believe that an intentional question is more highly correlated with actual 

behavior than the more attitudinal measure (general question). Why the results of studies 

conducted by the 1990 World Values Survey (WVS) and a study conducted by Buchan 

and Croson (2004) are contradictory is related to the measuring issue. In the WVS, the 

trust question is only generally asked, such as how much can you trust other people? As 

the result, the study found that Chinese demonstrated less trust overall than did 

Americans and were much less trusting of people from other countries. On the other 

hand, in Buchan and Croson’s study, specific behavioral intention is elicited, that is in a 

given situation, the participants were asked how much money they would send or return 

to their partner. The study shows that there is a higher level of reported trust amongst the 

Chinese than amongst the Americans.

Some o f contradictory results in studies of trust may be partly due to the fact that 

some researchers emphasize generalized trust in non-specified context, while others 

investigate trust using specific questions/contexts. The concept of the trust circle makes it 

possible to suggest that trust may differ, according to responses to several set of specific 

questionnaires. Responding to “do you trust your friend to lend $500 to him/her” versus 

“how do you trust your friend” would get different results. This study will measure the 

trust circle size and trust circle composition with specific referents in order to get more
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correlated data. For instance, in the economic domain, participants will be asked “whom, 

do you think, you trust to lend $ X to, if possible?” A list of potential trustees will be 

provided for the participants to choose from and a set amount of money arranged from a 

small amount to a larger amount.

In addition, each domain will be expressed at 4 different risk levels/degrees to 

provide a varied domain to examine whether the trust circle differs as the level of domain 

differs, giving us a opportunity to observe the developmental tendency o f the trust circle.

A pilot study was conducted to obtain information about domains of trust, 

categories o f people who are trusted, and levels of perceived risk in trusting others. The 

pilot study is reported below.

PILOT STUDY

Many trust studies have been conducted without preliminary work to establish the 

meanings o f the categories that will be employed in the research. For example, in their 

research examining cross-cultural differences in relationships and group-based trust, Yuki 

et al. (2005) used 3 scenarios to provide a variety of situations. Participants were asked to 

first read the scenarios and then indicate the extent to which they would trust specific 

types o f strangers in those situations; the scenarios were created without a pilot study. 

Buchan and Croson (2004) explored the boundaries o f trust in the United States and 

China with an investment game. In the study, a list o f counterparts was provided with 

increasing social distance order. The 7 types o f counterparts were: parent, sibling, cousin, 

student you know well, student from another university, stranger from home town,
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stranger from another country, and this list was also created without a pilot study. The 

authors did use prior research to establish their categories, but no evidence was provided 

that these categories would be meaningful to the people in the group they wished to 

study.

This trust circle study could also been conducted without a pilot study but I 

preferred to conduct one because this is a new area of study exploring a new idea. The 

main purpose of the pilot study was to confirm and provide basic and general information 

in order to help create an original and appropriate questionnaire.

Sample in Pilot Study

Thirty-six participants participated in the pilot study, including 19 Canadians and 

17 Chinese, half were males, and half females. All Canadians and the majority of Chinese 

were recruited from psychology 1002 courses at Carleton University. A few of the 

Chinese participants were recruited “accidentally” or by getting people known to the 

researcher, since there were not enough Chinese who were registered in the Psychology 

course 1002 and were also interested in participating in the study.

Procedure in the Pilot Study

The first aim of the pilot study was to obtain the following information:

1. A possible list o f trustees people would like to extend trust to.

2. Minimum and maximum amounts of money people would trust to lend to 

others, if  possible meaning if they had that much money.

3. Some common positive and negative personal information people usually trust 

and share with others.
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In the economic risk situation, the corresponding questions were thus prepared: 

“what would be the possible minimum and maximum amounts of money you think you 

would trust to lend to others, if you had such money?” and “whom do you think you 

would trust to lend the minimum amount of money to?” In the personal information 

sharing domain, questions were as follows: “what kinds of positive /negative information 

(i.e. good/bad news, happy/sad stories, pleasant/unpleasant experiences, etc.) would you 

trust and share with others?” and “whom would you trust to share the best/worst 

positive/negative information with?”

Participants were met individually at their convenience and responded to the 

above questions. All questions were open and participants were free to respond to the 

questions. Participants were also encouraged to list as many things as they could.

Questionnaire Construction

The second purpose of the pilot study was to create a set of questionnaires to be 

used in the main study.

Based on the data obtained from the pilot study (free responses to the open 

questions, discussions with participants, supervision from my supervisor, my own 

thinking, as well as the aims and feasibility o f the study), an original questionnaire was 

created (see Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D, Appendix E, Appendix 

F, Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I, Appendix J, Appendix K, Appendix L).

After frequency, sorting, and analysis, the following list of potential trustees was 

created to provide to the participants. The following trustee list would be kept the same 

for each and every question and in all situations. An important consideration was the 

frequency with which certain categories of people appeared on the list o f trustees. While
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trying not to lose important information, and also not to create a clumsy list, I combined 

some trustees based on commonality and the overall theoretical framework of the trust 

circle. For example, husband, wife, boyfriend, girlfriend, partner, lover, are combined as 

one item, being close personal relationships; I also separated some trustees according to 

their distinguishing characteristics, for example, best/close friend is one category while 

friend is another since the function and role of best/close friend is different from that of 

common friend (Kenrick & Trost, 2000).

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

The trustee list is made distinctively and fully because it comes from people, not 

just from the researcher’s own imagination and those trustees who overlap have already 

been combined into one item; in addition, the participants’ freedom to suggest ensures as 

wide a scope of trustees as possible and is more effective than a result taken for granted.

In order to examine what the trust circle might look like when the risk degree of 

economic domain changes, several levels of financial risk are needed, so a range o f $10, 

$500, $10,000 as well as $100,000 & more was chosen as the 4 levels of money lending 

risk based on the results from the participants’ responses in the pilot study. I tried to 

make each economic level significantly different from the next level; for instance,
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choosing $10, $20, $30, $40 as the 4 levels of financial risk would not provide much 

difference between levels. Thus 4 questions were asked and each question aimed at each 

economic risk level/variant with a total of 4 levels: $10, $500, $10,000, $100,000 & 

more.

In the Chinese version, the 4 financial risk levels correspondingly are ¥10, ¥500, 

¥10, 000, ¥100, 000 and more. If we use market exchange rates, ¥10 obviously does not 

equal $10. However, if we use the idea o f Purchasing Power Parity (P.P.P.), which is 

necessary when comparing standards of living between countries, since an important part 

of a family’s expenditures is on locally produced goods and especially labor services, the 

actual purchasing power o f ¥10 is roughly equal to $10, based on buying routine goods 

such as eggs, bread, coffee, rice etc (Cooper, 2005).

Almost everyone, generally speaking, regardless of whether they are university 

students or not, has some kind of educational experience, personal information related to 

education may therefore be more common than other experiences. This expectation was 

confirmed by the responses in the pilot study. Thus the personal information was chosen 

from the most often mentioned education background, and in both positive and negative 

valence.

Based on the following three criteria, the 4 levels/variants of the positive and 

negative personal information were chosen.

First o f all, they should differ from each other, for example, failing a course and 

failing a program were not felt to be very different by some participants because, 

sometimes, failing a course implies failing a program, thus I combined the two items into 

one.
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Secondly, the levels should be in a suitable range; for example, if  being the best 

student in school/university is chosen, it would be meaningless to choose being best 

student in the city, in the nation, since people usually already trust and share the positive 

information (best student in your school/university) as much as possible, they may not go 

any further

Thirdly, the situation should be one which is meaningful in both cultures; for 

example, in the face of two possible choices (if you had good comments on your 

assignment /homework and if you had good comments on your presentation), the former 

is chosen since in China students hardly get the chance to make presentations, but they do 

have assignments/homework quite often, like Canadians students.

Therefore, the 4-levels/variants of positive personal information chosen were: 1. if 

you had good comments on your assignment/homework; 2. if  you got a good mark/grade 

on your test/examination; 3. if  you were the best student in your class; 4. if  you were the 

best student in your school/university.

In order to compare and analyze both the positive and negative personal 

information sharing situations, I tried to parallel the 4-levels of the negative personal 

information with the four levels o f the positive personal information: 1. if  you had bad 

comments on your assignment/homework; 2. if you got a bad mark/grade on your 

test/examination; 3. if  you failed your course/program; 4. if  you were expelled from your 

school/university. It was initially intended that these four variants should be parallel to 

the four levels o f risk presented in the economic domain, but there was no way, in the 

present study, to calibrate the levels of risk exactly. Nor was it possible to design parallel 

domains of risk from the personal domain to the economic domain. However, since the
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pilot study indicated that respondents differentiated the transmission of positive vs. 

negative information to a trustee, this distinction was used in the materials subsequently 

developed for the main study.

All questionnaires were in both English and Chinese, the Chinese version being 

created by me, since my first language is Chinese. All Chinese versions were double 

checked by a professor o f English at Yunnan Normal University in China. The Canadian 

participants were given the English version and the Chinese participants were given the 

Chinese version.

MAIN STUDY

The study explores the size and composition of the trust circle in two domains 

(economic and personal). Within the personal domain, there were two sets of questions, 

one concerning positive and one concerning negative information sharing It was initially 

intended that the economic and personal domains would each represent increasing levels 

of risk o f entrustment. Economic, or financial risk was represented in terms of money 

entrusted; risk in the personal domain was represented in terms of positive and negative 

information about the self. This produced a design that was not balanced, but given the 

exploratory nature of the study, it seemed to be a reasonable way to proceed.

Method 

Participants

There is a sample bias problem that is common in studies of social psychological 

phenomena. Frequently, participants are first year psychology students. In theory, the
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ideal sample should contain people of all kinds if the results of the experiment or survey 

are to apply to all people. There is strength in this argument because, in many important 

ways, university students do not differ from the population at large, although they are 

younger, more educated, and likely to come from a higher socio-economic group.

However, can the results of a study using only university students as participants 

be applied to all people? The answer is a wider sample is desirable, particularly when the 

study is about cultural differences and variables which may change in value across the 

life span (e.g. existence of a spouse, children, and so on). In order to deal with the 

problem of a restricted sample, or to reduce the bias of the sample, Yamagishi & 

Yamagishi (1994) used two types of samples, one being a student sample and the other 

being a general population sample.

The sample for this dissertation will be comprised of two samples. One will be 

university students and the other will be gathered from the general population off-campus 

and will include various age groups, education levels, economic levels, occupations and 

so on. Thus what the study explores is not only the trust of college educated students but 

also the trust o f common people with a sampling o f males and females aged 18-77, which 

represents a broad spectrum of levels of social and economic status within each culture.

In the study, there were 202 volunteer participants, 101 male and 101 female. The 

average age was 32.44 with a median age o f 22.00. One hundred and two of the 202 

participants were Canadian (50 male and 52 female) with a mean age o f 31.94. The other 

100 participants were Chinese (50 male and 50 female) with a mean age of 32.92. In both 

Canadian and Chinese groups, half were university students and the other half were 

drawn from the general population.
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For the university student sample, the 52 (25 male, 27 female) Canadian students, 

with mean age 20.23, were from Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. They took 

introductory psychology courses and were recruited within the campus; for their 

participation, they received a credit in a scheme for recruiting participants, which 

translated into one percentage point of their overall grade (maximum grade possible, 

100%). The 50 Chinese students (25 male, and 25 female, mean age 19.34) were from 

Yunnan Normal University (foreign language major), Kunming Science and Technology 

University (computer science major) and Kunming Poly-Technical College (law major) 

in Southwest China; they all volunteered, when asked by their instructor if they would be 

interested in participating.

For the sample from the general population, the sampling criteria were devised to 

ensure diversity in age, gender and education/occupation Thus, the Chinese participants 

(male 25, female 25, mean age 46.50) in Kunming were recruited in a public service, a 

driving school, and a residence centre. Similar criteria were used for the Canadian 

sample. For this part of the Canadian group, 50 people (male 27, female 23, mean age 

44.12) were recruited from parents at Glebe Collegiate, a community board, an apartment 

building, and two staff members at Carleton University. All participants from the general 

population were volunteers.

To choose the sample in mainland China, it was important to ensure that 

participants could be correctly described as Chinese. This is difficult to demonstrate 

empirically, but as a native Chinese speaker from Kunming, I was confident that all of 

the respondents regard themselves as Chinese. In China, there are few ethnic groups or 

immigrants; the people who participated in the study were native Chinese speakers.
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During the Canadian sample recruitment, I made sure to avoid international 

students; in addition, through the question “how many years have you lived in Canada”, 

no Canadian participant had lived in Canada less than 3 years (permanent residents who 

live in Canada for 3 years can apply to become Canadian citizens). In light of the fact that 

Canada is an immigrant country, Canadians come from many different countries, but the 

dominant culture is Anglo-Canadian, and the sample was comprised o f people who 

identified themselves as “Canadian”.

Procedure

Canadian students individually completed the questionnaire on computer in the 

lab with my guidance. Chinese university students completed their questionnaires on 

paper in 3 groups in classrooms at the 3 universities with my guidance after their usual 

class was over.

The Canadian non-student participants individually completed their 

questionnaires either on paper or by computer, and were guided by me. The Chinese 

general population participants were organized in small groups of 6-7 people and 

answered the questionnaire in these groups with my assistance.

During the procedure, I paid attention to several research controls: controlling for 

understanding, it is important that participants understood the required task. Because the 

principal researcher is bilingual in Chinese and English, it was possible to assess level of 

comprehension, and to assist people who may had difficulty with the task. General 

instructions were provided at the top of each questionnaire, and the detailed instructions 

were presented for each question thus controlling for experimenter effects, to insure that 

the research was carried out in a similar manner in each country. While it would have
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been desirable to have multiple researchers to ensure inter-tester reliability, resources 

were not sufficient to allow this.

There are 4 sections presented in this discussion of the main study. The first deals 

with the trust circle in the economic risk domain, while the second concerns the trust 

circle in the personal domain. The third part compares the trust circle between the two 

domains. The final section deals with trust loci (I trust others and others trust me). In each 

of these, cross-cultural data will be considered. While it is not a central aim of this thesis 

to examine differences of gender, age, etc., however, when this is relevant, these data will 

be presented.

TRUST CIRCLE in the ECONOMIC RISK DOMAIN

The results of this exploratory study about the trust circle in the economic domain 

are expected to answer these questions:

1. whether the trust circle and trust composition are changeable as the level of 

economic risk varies and, if  so, how do they change? What are the regularities?

2. whether different Western-Eastern cultures affect trust circle sizes and trust 

circle composition, if the trust circle is influenced by culture, how Canadians’ trust circle 

differs from Chinese’s trust circle.

In the pilot study, the following set of questions was used in the economic domain 

part, with 4 different economic risk levels, (lending $10, $500, $10,000, $100,000 & 

more to others). These levels were chosen to represent increasing risk levels to the 

trustee.
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The question asked: “whom do you think you would trust to lend $ 10 to, if 

possible? Choose possible person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the 

corresponding small box”. The words “if possible” dealt with the issue, which arose in 

pilot testing, that people might not be in a position to lend large amounts o f money.

Acquaintance 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager/Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

It was possible for people to check none, one, some or all of the options; the 

larger number of people included is an index of a larger trust circle size. The 14 

categories came from the free response data in the pilot study as mentioned previously. 

The groups of people included in the list checked by respondents represent “composition” 

o f the trust circle. Since it was not known, a priori, whether respondents would group 

people into any particular categories (e.g. family, friends, professionals), several 

examples of each of these were provided.

Trust circle size and trust circle composition in the economic risk domain will be 

discussed first, followed by the results relevant to cultural differences in the trust circle 

size and composition. Then I will present data on the relationship between the trust circle 

and age, gender, education level and family income to see whether these have an 

influence on the trust circle.
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Trust Circle Size in the Economic Risk Domain

Circle size is reflected by the numbers of people nominated by respondents as 

people they would be willing to lend money (of different amounts) to. As Figure 1 shows, 

the average chosen number of trustees whom people would lend $10 to was 9.76 (SD = 

3.45), the average number of trustees whom people would lend $500 to decreased to 6.50 

(SD = 2.59), the average trustee number for lending $10,000 was much lower (4.55, SD = 

2.32), and the chosen trustee mean for lending $100,000 & more was the lowest o f all 

(3.59, SD = 2.95).

Figure 1: Mean Trustee Numbers at the 4 Economic Risk Levels

■

$100,000 8. 
more

$10 $500 $10,000

Amounts of Money Lend to Others

After an initial ANOVA across the four levels of risk showed a significant effect, 

post-hoc comparisons on the pairwise differences were conducted. It showed that trustees 

were increasingly less willing to lend money to others, trustees between lending $10 to 

others and lending $500 to others are significant differences (f(201) = 17.91,/? < .001),
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the difference of trustees between lending $500 and lending $ 10,000 is also significant 

(/(201) = 14.67,/? < .001), and trustees between lending $10,000 and lending $100,000 & 

more, too (/(201) = 7.10, p  < .001).

Trust is important and necessary in risky situations and would not be needed if 

actions could be undertaken with complete certainty and without risk (Lewis & Weigert, 

1985; Hardin, 2001; Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). There is agreement by most 

researchers on the condition that risk must exist for trust to arise. Risk is one condition 

considered essential in psychological, sociological, and economic conceptualizations of 

trust (Rotter, 1967; Williamson, 1993; Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994).

The results confirm and also develop the previous knowledge with the indication 

that increasing risk is associated with the range o f people one would trust; as risk 

increases, the average chosen trustee number decreases and the trust circle size therefore 

becomes smaller. Thus, it is likely that when dealing with a small amount of money, say 

$ 10, the risk is correspondingly smallest, the trustor would trust a largest number of 

trustees; when the money lent to others is increased to $500, people may think about 

whether they believe that the trustee is worthy o f their confidence, not everyone who is 

trusted with a $10 loan can be trusted with a $500 loan, and thus, some of the trustees are 

excluded from the smaller trust circle. When the money lent is increased to $10,000, 

people are more likely to think whether they will continue to trust the same set of people 

they trust with a $500 loan. When a new situation is riskier and, as a result, the number of 

trustees decreases, the trust circle then becomes smaller, and so on.

Trust circle size explains an important attribute-trust width, how many people are 

trusted, and also mirrors the level of trust. In the study, the four different risk levels of
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lending money correspond to different chosen trustee number means, or each level of risk 

in the economic domain matches its own circle size, and the trust circles vary according 

to the different levels of economic risk. Larger amounts of money lent correspond to 

smaller average trustee numbers; on the contrary, smaller amounts of money lent 

correspond to larger average trustee numbers. As the cost of default increases, the 

willingness to trust decreases.

Trust Circle Composition in the Economic Risk Domain

In addition to size, composition is another component of the trust circle. Who will 

be in the trust circle? What kinds of relationship exist for the focal person? Do those 

trustees change when the financial risk changes?

For analysis of composition of the trust circle, I used a summary measure, which 

used the frequency of people who ticked a particular person from the list, as someone 

they would trust at the four levels of lending. The rank of 1 was given if most participants 

chose that trustee, the rank o f 2 if this was the second most chosen trustee, and so on. The 

average rank represents as index of the hierarchy of trusting particular others in the trust 

circle. Also, the rank is based on the proportion, for example shown in Table 1, 

proportion .96 means that 96% of participants tick best/close friend to lend $10 to, since 

it is the highest choosing proportion, so the corresponding rank is 1, sibling is chosen by 

89% o f participants to trust in lending $10 to, the matching rank is 2, and the proportion 

is .89.

As can be seen, the ranks and proportions varying o f the 14 trustees in the 4 

economic risk levels are shown in Table 1. If the mean proportion of each possible trustee
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varies, then the rank varies. Majority trustees’ ranks in the Table 1 change, and some stay 

the same across the levels of risk

Table 1: Ranks and Proportions of Trustees at the 4 Economic Risk Levels

$10 $500 $10,000 $100,000
(N=202) (N=202) (N=202) & more 

(N=202)
Rank Prop Rank Prop Rank Prop Rank Prop

Best/close friend 1 .96 1 .85 4 .59 5 .37

Sibling 2 .89 3 .82 2 .69 3 .50

Parents/Guardian 3 .87 2 .84 1 .77 1 .70

Relative 4 .87 6 .60 7 .32 7 .15

Husband(wife) /Boyfriend 5 .81 4 .79 3 .67 2 .53

Friend 6 .78 9 .31 10 .10 10 .05

Classmate /Co-worker / 7 .73 10 .28 11 .09 11 .04

Grandparents 8 .73 5 .69 5 .56 4 .39

Boss/Supervisor/Teacher 9 .65 8 .33 8 .16 8 .09

Acquaintance/Neighbor 10 .64 11 .24 12 .08 12 .03

Children/Grandchildren 11 .55 7 .40 6 .34 6 .24

Bank manager/Accountant 12 .38 12 .17 9 .12 9 .09

Psychologist / Counselor 13 .36 13 .08 13 .02 13 .02

Stranger 14 .18 14 .00 14 .00 14 .00

Generally speaking, each chosen proportion of trustee tends to decrease gradually 

as the money lent increases, so the ranks vary based on the corresponding proportion 

comparing other trustees in the same economic risk level.

In detail, most people would lend a small amount of money to almost all o f the 

categories o f others, most people would only lend larger amount of money to few of the 

categories o f others, and there are 3 following changing styles.
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1. Some trustees rank change from a higher rank (or high chosen proportion) to a 

lower rank (or lower chosen proportion), they are best/close friend (from rank 1 to rank 4 

and finally to rank 5), relative (from rank 4 to 6 to 7), friend (from rank 4 to 6 to 7), 

classmate /co-worker /colleague, and acquaintance/neighbor. In the descending tendency, 

most of these types of people are outside of the family circle and thus, to some people, 

they are seen as outsiders.

2. On the contrary, some trustees choosing proportions change from a lower rank 

to a higher rank; this may suggest that trustworthiness of those trustees increases when 

the amount o f money lent goes up; they are parents/guardian (from rank 3 to 1), spouse 

/partner (from rank 5 to 4, 3 and 2), grandparents, children /grandchildren and bank 

manager /accountant. In the ascending tendency, most of the trustees are family members 

with the exception o f bank manager/accountant. In the fourth level (lending $100,000 & 

more), the top 7 ranks are all family members except for best/close friend (rank 5).

3. At the same time, some trustees keep almost the same rank regardless o f the 

amount o f money lent: they are sibling, boss/supervisor/teacher, psychologist 

/professional counselor, and stranger. In addition, several types o f persons 

(psychologist/professional counselor, and stranger) are always located in the last ranks 

therefore showing no changes in rank.

One can see that, in addition to the chosen trustee numbers gradually diminishing 

as the amount of money lent increases, people’s choice changes correspondingly (Table 

1). For example, best/close friend was ranked first in lending $10 and $500, but was less 

preferred (ranked 5th) in lending $100,000 & more. This suggests that most people trust 

their best/close friend with a loan o f $10 and $500, while when faced with larger
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financial risk, people’s trust in them decreases to the fifth rank. Siblings seem to be 

trusted across all levels of risk with almost the same rank. Parents /guardians, in contrast, 

are trusted increasingly as the amounts of lending money increase.

Moving from the risk level of lending $500 to the highest risk of lending 100,000 

& more, the trustees ranked in the top 7 are all family members (Table 1), with the 

exception of best/close friend. It is the family which brings a person into the world and 

takes care of him/her, the financial link between a person and his or her family continues 

through a whole lifetime. Families always tend to provide unconditional financial support 

to their members as much as possible. Compared with people who are outside the family, 

in the crucial financial situation, people’s tendency to trust family members seems more 

understandable (Clarke, Heaton, Israelsen & Eggett, 2005).

It is a very interesting finding that close/best friend is trusted most and thus ranks 

first in lending $10 and $500. In the lending $10,000 domain, best/close friend is still 

trusted, following only parents/guardian, sibling, and spouse /partner/lover. Even in the 

highest risk economic domain, people still trust best/close friend more than 2 family 

members, children/grandchildren and relative.

The position of best/close friend among all potential trustees is really unique and 

important. Several researchers have particularly studied the best friend relationship 

(Endo, Heine & Lehman, 2000; Guttmann, 1993; Sakai, Sugawara, Maeshiro, Sugawara 

& Kitamura, 2002), and a study conducted by Endo et al. (2000) in particular investigated 

the equal/close relationship between best friend and family members or a romantic 

partner. One could say that best/close friend is the most trustworthy trustee among all 

other out-of-family trustees and is even trusted the same as some family members based
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on our results. I cautiously propose that the composition of best/close friend seems to be 

equal with family member in people’s minds, or in other words, best /close friend is in 

the core of the trust circle like family members in the economic risk domain. I will 

continue to examine the role of best/close friend in the personal domain to see if it 

behaves similarly.

In summary, as the risk of the economic domain increases, the people listed as 

trustees alters. That is, the hierarchy of trustees chosen in different economic levels is 

different: at the lower economic risk level, the hierarchy and relationship for the focal 

person are best/close friend, sibling, parents/guardian, relative, spouse/partner, friend and 

classmate/co-worker in the first seven ranks; at the higher economic risk level, the 

composition of the trustees changes to parents/guardian, spouse/partner, sibling, 

grandparents, best/close friend, children/grandchildren, and relative in the first seven 

ranks. Best/close friend is still the top trustee among non-family trustees even though the 

rank decreases to number 5, and among family trustees, parents /guardian rank number 

one.

Cultural Effects on Trust Circle Size in the Economic Risk Domain

A aim of this study was to examine whether the trust circle differs in different 

cultures, which differ in social structures that may shape people’s beliefs about who is, 

and is not, trustworthy. We will first examine trust circle size in the Canadian and 

Chinese samples, followed by a consideration o f the composition of the trust circle in 

each country.

When comparing the two cultures’ trust circle size, a general circle size o f each 

culture is needed, thus an average trust circle size mean is used. Figure 2 indicates that
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when Canadians and Chinese lend only $10 to others, the Canadian chosen trustee mean 

number is 10.05 and the Chinese chosen trustee mean number is 9.47, showing no 

significant differences between the 2 trustee numbers with repeated measures analysis 

(F( 1,200) = 1.45,/? > .05). However, as the amount of lending money increases to $500, 

the Canadian trustee mean number decreases sharply to 5.95 while the Chinese trustee 

mean number, though it also decreases, decreases less than the Canadian sample, to 7.07. 

The two trustee means of the Canadians and the Chinese (5.95 vs. 7.07) are significantly 

different (C (l, 200) = 9.91,/? <0.01), and the Chinese seem to trust a larger number of 

people than do the Canadians. This pattern continues when the amount of money lent 

increases to $10,000, the numbers of people trusted by Canadians and Chinese are 4.01 

and 5.08 respectively (F (  1,200) = 10.84,/? < 0.001). The trustee average numbers of 

Canadians (2.89) and Chinese (4.30) show a significant difference (F (l,200) = 12.17,/? <

0.001) when the amount of money lent goes up to $100,000 & more.

Figure 2: Mean Trustee Numbers of Canadians and Chinese at the 4 Economic Risk 

Levels
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That is, when the financial risk is smaller, there is no real difference in the trust 

circle size in both cultures but when the economic risk becomes higher, cultural 

differences appear. The higher the economic risk, the larger the cultural difference with 

the Chinese tending to trust a larger number o f other people than Canadians and the 

analyses of repeated measure found that culture affects trust circle size significantly (F 

(1, 196)= 11.92, p < .  001).

To control for differences across participants that could influence results, 

variables identifying age, education, family income, and participant status (student or 

non-student) were added as covariates to the analyses o f repeated measure, and then it 

was found that culture affects trust circle size significantly, F  (1, 196) = 11.92, p  < .001.

Compared to Canada, China is still a developing country; the financial levels of 

majority are not very high, and the general population’s income is still comparatively 

lower than it is in Canada. Thus, in general, Chinese may have a more difficult time in 

dealing with financial issues, so lending money to each other happens more often in
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China. Furthermore, when people face with some major /serious financial need, such as 

going abroad, getting sick, marrying, losing a family member, etc, they tend to seek 

support from their family members, friends, and those who have previously lent money 

from them (Logan & Bian, 2003; Pei & Pillai, 1999). Lending and borrowing money is a 

relatively common part o f Chinese life, compared with Canadians, Chinese are more 

familiar with this economic practice.

One possible reason for Chinese’s reliance on family and friends in meeting 

economic need is that members of the general population in China have a more difficult 

time getting loans from the government or from banks than Canadians do, even when 

they desperately need money in critical times. The most likely approach to overcome a 

time of need in China is to borrow money from other people. In other words, financial 

support is probably more easily obtained from banks or from the government in Canada 

(Ontario Ministry o f Training, Colleges and Universities, 2005; Zhang, 2005). Therefore, 

the idea of lending and borrowing money is not a rare thing in China and the Chinese are 

fairly comfortable with the idea. This is not to say that all Canadians have access to 

institutional assistance, but it is more available in Canada than in China.

Moreover, in China, people usually pay more attention to relationships or guanxi 

(Chow & Ng, 2004; Farh et al., 1998; Hwang, 1997). If someone asks to borrow money 

from you, you probably feel that they trust you and, if you have the money, you usually 

lend it to them to keep a good relationship. Furthermore, when you lend money to 

someone, it is seen as a favor, the borrower remembers this and may returns it at a later 

time in some other way. This is also an action for future possible benefits from others. It 

seems that Chinese Guanxi contributes to a larger trust circle size. Chinese culture
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dictates that people should rely on other people’s financial support in critical times. Thus 

Chinese people have a long tradition of such financial behavior which may result in them 

trusting a larger number of people even for comparatively large amounts of money.

On the other hand, in Canada, it seems common in the culture to avoid lending or 

borrowing money from private individuals. In general, Canadians seem more likely to 

follow the rule of “Never Lend Money, Car and Wife” as I have heard. Canadians tend to 

be more independent, which includes financial independence (Kerr, Normand, 1992; 

Watkins, Mortazavi & Troffmova, 2000). Lending or borrowing money may not be 

considered as independent behavior, let alone when a larger amount o f money is 

involved, and the availability o f financial support from non-personal sources in Canada 

contributes to each individual’s perceived independence.

Finally, Figure 2 shows that both Canadians and Chinese tend to hesitate trusting 

many others as the economic risk becomes greater. Generalizations and similarities 

across cultures could be expected due to our single-species heritage and the necessity of 

adapting to environmental constraints (Munroe & Munroe, 1997); certain features may be 

common to all cultures. On the other hand, as long as the involved cultures differ, the 

trust, as a product of culture, will display some unique/specific features. That is, when the 

economic domain becomes riskier, Chinese seem to trust more others than Canadians do 

but, when the economic situation is not risky, both Canadians and Chinese trust 

identically.

Cultural Effects on Trust Circle Composition in the Economic Risk Domain

According to the results of the study (Figure 3), one can clearly recognize the 

trust circle composition differences between Canadians and Chinese. First of all, in the
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financial risk domain, when faced with lending money to someone, no trustees were 

trusted exactly the same by both Chinese and Canadians. The majority of trustee choices 

vary significantly between Canadian and Chinese participants, meaning that the trust 

circle composition differs across cultures.

Figure 3: Fourteen Trustee Proportions of Canadians and Chinese in the 

Economic Risk Domain
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In Figure 3, although majority trustee categories are trusted more by Chinese than 

by Canadians, Canadians are likely to trust spouse/partner and parents/guardian more 

than Chinese do and the difference in the trust of the spouse/partner is most outstanding.

I would like to stress the trust difference of “spouse/partner of family vs. other 

members of family” at this point. Based on personal experience and observation, as well 

as communications with Canadians, I realize that in Canada the spousal relationship is the 

most intimate relationship in both the material life and the mental world. Canadians view 

the spouse/partner as the most important relationship to the exclusion o f all others unlike
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Chinese. All other family relationships may break down or be temporary, for example, 

one could separate from one’s parents when one is 18 years old and become a totally 

independent individual, and one could also separate from their children when their 

children are 18 years old. Similar circumstances happen to other family members. The 

longest lasting relationship most Canadians have may be with their spouse/partner, rather 

than with any others; the position of spouse/partner in Canadians’ mind is superior to that 

o f other family members.

However, in China, even though the spousal relationship is also important within 

the family, it is not particularly emphasized. In traditional Chinese culture, sometimes 

priority is given to other family members rather than spouse and it is every Chinese’s 

unshakable duty to provide support to older and younger generations (Pei & Pillai, 2000). 

One can see from Chinese around or in the media etc. that often Chinese choose to pay 

the price o f damaging their spousal relationship in order to maintain the interests of the 

whole family. To satisfy his/her parents, to raise sisters/brothers, to support relatives etc., 

a Chinese person may ignore or go against his/her spouse’s interests or opinions (Jiang, 

Chaiwan, Panuthai, Yiang, Lei & Li, 2002; Li & Tracy, 2000).

The cultural differences in attitudes toward spouse/partner and other family 

members are reflected in the results. Canadians seem to trust the majority o f trustees less 

than Chinese do, but Canadians seem to trust their spouse/partners more than Chinese do 

and the difference degree is at the top among family members.

Table 2 shows a hierarchy of trust of whom Canadians and Chinese trust most, 

whom will be the second to be trusted and so on in the economic risk domain. The rank is 

an average rank of 4 economic risk levels, and the means of proportion is the percentage
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of participants who have chosen the trustee. Among family members, Canadians trust 

parents/guardian most, then spouse/partner, followed by sibling, grandparents, relative, 

and lastly, children /grandchildren. Chinese first prefer to choose sibling, then parents 

/guardian etc, followed by spouse/partner and grand parents and so on. For non-family 

members, best/close friend is the first trustee in both cultures.

Table 2: Trustee Chosen Proportions and Standard Deviations of Canadians and Chinese 

in the Economic Risk Domain

Canadian (n = 102) Chinese (n = 100)

SD. Prop. Trustee Trustee Prop. SD.

.26 .84 Parents /Guardian Sibling .77 .30

.28 .78 Spouse /Partner Parents /Guardian .75 .36

.33 .68 Sibling Best/close friend .74 .30

.25 .65 Best/close friend Spouse /Partner .62 .37

.37 .59 Grand parents Grand parents .61 .38

.27 .42 Relative Relative .54 .30

.22 .32 Friend Children/Grandchildren .49 .40

.33 .28 Children/Grandchildren Classmate /Co-worker / .40 .28

.21 .24 Boss/ Supervisor /Teacher Boss/ Supervisor /Teacher .38 .32

.30 .23 Bank manager /Accountant Acquaintance /Neighbor .36 .24

.15 .18 Classmate /Co-worker / Friend .30 .24

.12 .14 Acquaintance /Neighbor Bank manager /Accountant .16 .27

.17 .12 Psychologist /Counselor Psychologist /Counselor .13 .20

.09 .04 Stranger Stranger .05 .10

The above results indicate that the effects o f culture on the composition of the 

trust circle are substantial. Those who are trusted most by the Chinese are not trusted in 

the same order by Canadians, and vise verse. Different cultures have their own favorite
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trustees. The majority of possible trustees are trusted differently. For example, the top 4 

trustees for Canadians are parents /guardian, spouse/partner, sibling and best/close friend 

in proper order, while for Chinese, the top 4 trustees are sibling first, parent /guardian 

second, then best/close friend third followed by spouse/partner.

In order to explore the differences of trustee choices between Chinese and 

Canadians, I use discriminant analysis, since it is used to explore corresponding 

discriminates between two corresponding variables. As Table 3 shows, larger absolute 

discrimination values correspond to variables with greater discriminating ability and 

smaller absolute values correspond to variables with smaller discriminating ability. The 

positive numbers mean that Chinese trust more than Canadians and the negative numbers 

mean that Chinese trust less than Canadians. For example, the number -.24 in Table 3 

tells us that Chinese are less likely to trust spouse /partner than Canadians, and even the 

discrimination number between Chinese and Canadians is in the fifth rank, it is the 

biggest difference with Canadian trust spouse/partner more than Chinese do, unlike the 

previous 4 trustees who all are trusted by Chinese more. At the same time, we can see the 

difference is significant at the < .001 level.

Table 3: Discriminations o f Trustees between Canadians and Chinese in the Economic 

Risk Domain
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Trustees Discrimination 
(N =202)

F Sig.

Acquaintance /Neighbor .55 64.01 .000

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague .47 47.07 .000

Children/Grandchildren .29 17.86 .000

Boss/ Supervisor /Teacher .26 13.94 .000

Spouse /Partner -.24 12.26 .001

Relative .20 8.74 .003

Best/close friend .17 5.71 .018

Parents /Guardian -.16 5.06 .026

Sibling .14 3.83 .052

Bank manager /Accountant -.12 3.04 .083

Friend -.04 .37 .543

Stranger .03 .17 .667

Grand parents .03 .13 .717

Psychologist /counselor .02 .08 .777

Table 3 also reveals that 9 of the 14 trustees chosen by Canadians and Chinese 

show significant differences, and the corresponding difference ranks are arranged from 

the biggest difference to the smallest difference. For those trustees Canadians trust more 

than Chinese do, the biggest discriminating trustees are spouse /partner among family 

members and bank manager /accountant among non-family members. For those trustees 

Chinese trust more than Canadians, the biggest discriminating trustee choices are 

acquaintance /neighbor among non-family members and children/grandchildren among 

family members.

The hierarchy of the trust circle is influenced by culture as shown with the ranks 

o f trustees chosen by Canadians and Chinese. The first, second, third etc., core trustees of 

each culture differs and the majority o f the differences between the 2 cultures are
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significant. Among them, the choice of spouse/partner showed the biggest difference 

between Canadians and Chinese with Canadians trusting spouse/partner more often than 

Chinese do; choosing acquaintance /neighbor showed the biggest difference between the 

2 cultures by being trusted more by Chinese than by Canadians.

Age, Education Level, Family Income, Gender, Participant Status and the Trust 

Circle in the Economic Risk Domain

Gender, age, family income, and participant status (university student or common 

person) do not seem to contribute much to the trust circle in the economic risk domain. 

However, repeated measures analysis reveals that education levels (here the lower 

education level includes elementary school and high school; the higher education level 

includes college, university and graduate studies) do have an influence to the trust circle. 

It seems that people who have a lower education level tend to trust fewer others than 

those with higher levels o f education (Figure 4), the difference being significant (F  (1, 

196) = 19.44,/) < .001). Also, people with higher level of education are likely to trust all 

14 trustee categories more than people with lower education level (Figure 5); the 

difference between the two groups is also significant (F  (1, 196) = 19,98,/) < .001).

Figure 4: Mean Trustee Numbers of People with Lower and Higher Levels of Education 

at the 4 Economic Risk Levels
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The results support the idea that higher education levels tend to be associated with 

trust, helpfulness etc. whereas lower education levels tend to be associated with distrust 

and selfishness etc. (Sares, 1998).

Conclusion about the Trust Circle in the Economic Risk Domain

Now, the 2 questions mentioned before can be answered based on the results of 

the trust circle exploring study in the economic domain.

1. The size of the trust circle, meaning how many trustees people would trust, is 

changeable, and it is affected by the level o f risk of the economic domain. Different risk 

levels are associated with different circle sizes. Specifically, as the supposed lending 

money increases (the risk increases), the size of the trust circle decreases, meaning that 

fewer others are trusted, and vice versa.

2. The trust circle composition, meaning the relationship for the focal person and 

the hierarchy of trusting in the trust circle, is also changeable, and it also depends on the 

degree of risk of the economic domain. Different risk and demand situations are 

associated with different trust circle compositions. The ranks of family members tend to 

be higher than out-of-family members as the economic situation becomes more critical 

and risky; the ranks of non-family members are inverse.

3. Culture affects trust circle size and composition: Chinese tend to trust more 

others than Canadians do in higher economic risk, that is Chinese trust circle size tends to 

be larger than Canadians’ trust circle size when the economic situation becomes riskier 

and more serious; Chinese trust a majority o f others more than Canadians, however, a 

few trustees are trusted more by Canadians than Chinese, the biggest difference occurring 

with spouse/partner of family.
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4. Age, family income, gender and participants status do not cause differences in 

trust circle size and composition in the economic domain. However, education level does. 

More highly educated people seem to have a larger trust circle size and trust almost all 

trustee categories more than people with lower education level.

TRUST CIRCLE in the PERSONAL INFORMATION SHARING DOMAIN

The trust circle is also explored in the sharing personal information with others 

domain, corresponding to “sharing money” (lending to) with others. How likely people 

are to share their personal issues with others, as an important factor, reflects how likely 

people trust others in their personal/social life.

As mentioned before, the trust circle is examined in two different contents of 

personal information, positive and negative, because in real life, people’s personal/social 

information tends to be either positive (e.g. good news, happy story, pleasant experience) 

or negative (e.g. bad news, sad story, unpleasant experience), thus, an integrated study 

should include the 2 contents of information. Furthermore, even in the same positive or 

negative personal information valences, they may differ on the level of positive or 

negative, from extremely good news to light pleasant, from a little upset to very sad 

punishment etc. Using these varying positive and negative information sharing variants, 

the trust circle was explored.

The aim of this part is to examine the size and composition of the trust circle in 

both positive and negative personal information sharing domains, as well as the cultural 

influences on the trust circle. Specifically, it is expected to find
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1. Whether the valence (positive and negative) of personal information affects the 

trust circle; 2. Whether the variant of positive and negative valence of personal 

information sharing domain influences the trust circle, and 3. Whether the trust circle is 

affected by culture, if so, how the valence, variant of valence and culture affect trust 

circle size and trust circle composition.

The section begins with trust circle size in the personal information sharing 

domain, continues with trust circle composition, then cultural effects on trust circle size 

are presented. After that, cultural effects on trust circle composition will be discussed and 

before the conclusion, the trust circle and other factors are presented.

Results and Discussion

Based on information from the pilot study, the following questions were used in 

the personal information sharing domain.

For the 4 variants of the positive personal information sharing domain:

1. If you had good comments on your assignment/homework, whom would you 

trust and share this information with? Choose possible person(s) from the following list 

and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classm ate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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2. If you got a good mark/grade on your test/examination, whom would you trust 

and share this information with? The checklist is the same as the one used in question 1.

3. If you were the best student in your class, whom would you trust and share this 

information with? The checklist is the same as the one used in question 1.

4. If you were the best student in your school/university, whom_would you trust 

and share this information with? The checklist is the same as the one used in question 1.

For the 4 levels of negative personal information:

1. If you had bad comments on your assignment/homework, whom would you 

trust and share this information with? Choose possible person(s) from the following list 

and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /C olleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. If you got a bad mark/grade on your test/examination, whom would you trust 

and share this information with? The checklist is the same as the one used in question 1.

3. If you failed your course/program, whom would you trust and share this 

information with? The checklist is the same as the one used in question 1.
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4. If you were expelled from your school/university, whom would you trust and 

share this information with? The checklist is the same as the one used in question 1.

Trust Circle Size in the Personal Information Sharing Domain

Figure 6 shows the average trust numbers of the 4 positive and negative levels of 

the personal information sharing domains. First of all, the trustee numbers look different 

between positive and negative information sharing domains with the number of trustees 

in sharing positive personal information being larger than the number of trustees in 

sharing negative personal information.

One can also see that in the sharing positive personal information domain, chosen 

trustee numbers tend to be different at the 4 levels (good comments on assignment, good 

mark/grade on test/exam, best student in class and best student in school/university). For 

sharing good comments on assignment information, the average trustee mean is 5.01 (SD. 

-  3.96), which is smaller than the average trustee mean of sharing good mark/grade on 

test/exam information (5.99, SD. -  3.70), and it is also smaller than the average mean of 

sharing the information (best student in class) 6.19 (SD. = 3.18). Among the 4 variants, 

the largest average trustee mean (M— 6.52, SD. = 3.21) is in sharing best student in 

school/university information.

Figure 6: Mean Trustee Numbers of the 4 Positive (left) and Negative (right) Variants of 

the Personal Information Sharing Domain
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The developing pattern of the average trustee number means in the sharing positive 

information is based on how positive o f the information. Generally speaking, the most 

positive information (if you were best student in your school/university) corresponds to a 

largest trustee number, and the least positive information (if you got good comments on 

your assignment) corresponds to the smallest trustee number.

The results demonstrate that the size o f the trust circle is affected by how strong the 

positive personal information people would trust and share with others is. The trust circle 

size tends to increase as the positive level goes up. Indeed, people usually like to tell 

more people their best news, happiest experience and so on.

Similarly (Figure 6), in the sharing o f negative personal information situation, 

choosing trustees also differs at the 4 different negative variants (bad comments on 

assignment, bad mark/grade on test/exam, failed course/program and expelled from 

school/university). For sharing bad comments on assignment, the average chosen trustee 

mean is 3.55 (SD. = 2.33), which is larger than the average mean in sharing bad 

mark/grade on test /exam, which is 3.43 (SD. = 2.22), and it is still larger than the average
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mean of sharing failed course/program 3.31 (SD. = 2.15). Among all 4 variants, the 

smallest chosen trust number mean (M = 2.87, SD. = 1.70) is in sharing expelled from 

school/university information.

The most negative information (if you were expelled from your school/university) 

corresponds to the smallest average trustee mean, and the least negative information (if 

you got bad comments on your assignment) corresponds to the largest average chosen 

trustee number mean. It implies that the size of the trust circle is based on how negative 

the personal information people would trust and share with others is. In other words, the 

trust circle size tends to decrease as the negative information level goes up.

Moreover, as we can see in Figure 6, all the chosen trustee numbers in the 4 

levels o f positive personal information sharing are larger than all the chosen trustee 

numbers in the 4 negative levels of personal information-sharing. The average trustee 

number 5.92 (SD. = 3.08) of sharing positive information is different from the average 

trustee number 3.29 (SD. = 1.86) of sharing negative information by a significant margin 

(t (201) = 14.99,/? < 0.001). Indeed, the content o f the shared personal/social information 

affects trust. Cvetkovich et al. (2002) conducted a study to explore the relationship 

between new information and social trust. They found that good news or bad news 

affected the level of trust, and people in low and high trust positions judged good/bad 

news differently.

In the study, people’s trust circle size in the positive domain differs from their 

trust circle size in the negative domain with the trust circle size of sharing positive 

personal information being larger than that of sharing negative personal information.
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In summary, based on the valence (positive and negative) of the sharing personal 

information domain, trust circle size differs, a positive personal information-sharing 

domain is associated with larger trust circle size, and a negative personal information- 

sharing domain is associated with smaller trust circle size. In addition, trust circle size 

tends to be larger if  the positive level o f the shared personal information becomes 

stronger, and on the contrary, as the negative level of the shared personal information 

becomes stronger, the trust circle size tends to be smaller. In other words, the more 

positive the personal information is, the more others the people would like to share it 

with; the more negative the personal information is, the fewer others people would like to 

share it with.

Trust Circle Composition in the Personal Information Sharing Domain

As discussed above, trust circle size is the first variable of the trust circle and 

composition, which we will discuss here now, is the second one.

Looking at Table 4, when the shared personal information is positive, the first 5 

trustee chosen ranks (best friend, parents/guardian, spouse/partner, sibling, and 

grandparents) stay the same hierarchically from positive variant 1 to positive variant 4. 

The last 5 trustee ranks (children/grandchildren, acquaintance/neighbor, psychologist 

/counselor, bank manager, stranger) also keep the same hierarchy, with no one going up 

or down in the 4 positive levels. Only the trustees ranked in the middle (classmate, friend, 

relative, and boss) show some differences, such as classmate decreasing in ranking from 

6 to 7 to 9, and boss/supervisor/teacher increasing in ranking from 9 to 8 to 7.

Table 4: Ranks and Proportions o f Chosen Trustees at the Shared 4 Different Positive 

Information Variants
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Trustee

Good 
Comments on 
Assignment 

(N=202)

Good Mark 
on Test 
(N=202)

Best Student 
in Class 
(N=202)

Best Student 
in School 
(N=202)

R P R P R P R P

Best/close friend 1 .69 1 .84 1 .86 1 .87

Parents /Guardian 2 .66 2 .80 2 .81 2 .83

Husband (wife) / 3 .64 3 .76 3 .74 3 .77

Sibling 4 .54 4 .67 4 .72 4 .74

Grandparents 5 .43 5 .49 5 .58 5 .64

Classmate /Colleague / 6 .41 7 .43 9 .34 9 .35

Friend 7 .36 8 .43 7 .40 8 .42

Relative 8 .31 6 .44 6 .51 6 .54

Boss /Supervisor / 9 .25 9 .31 8 .38 7 .46

Children /Grandchildren 10 .25 10 .29 10 .30 10 .31

Acquaintance /Neighbor 11 .19 11 .24 11 .22 11 .22

Psychologist /Counselor 12 .15 12 .15 12 .18 12 .20

Bank manager / 13 .07 13 .10 13 .09 13 .10

Stranger 14 .06 14 .07 14 .05 14 .07

Looking at the results, we see that 10 o f the 14 trustees were chosen in the same 

important order, with no differences in the 4 variants of positive personal information 

sharing, the 10 trustees being either in the top ranks (5 o f them) or in the bottom ranks (5 

o f them) and 4 o f the 14 trustees being chosen in slightly different order. One may 

conclude that whom people trust to share their positive personal information with, 

generally speaking, does not change much at the different positive variants.

The trustee rankings show that in the positive personal information-sharing 

domain, best/close friend is the top favorite trustee or, in other words, people trust 

best/close friend much more than any other kind o f trustee. After best/close friend, the
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following 4 trustees are all family members. Parents/guardian’s trust order is higher than 

spouse/partner, which is higher than sibling which, in turn, is higher than grandparent. 

People tend to trust bank manager/accountant and stranger least.

Unlike sharing positive personal information, when sharing negative personal 

information, only the 2 top ranking trustees (best/close friend and spouse/partner) keep 

the same rank hierarchy through the 4 negative personal information variants (see Table 

5) and only the 2 bottom ranking trustees (stranger and bank manager/accountant) are the 

same at the 4 different negative personal information sharing levels. The other 10 middle 

ranking trustees are ranked in different order at the 4 shared negative personal 

information variants. It seems that compared with sharing positive information, the 

hierarchy o f trustees in sharing negative personal information is more diversified.

Table 5: Ranks and Chosen Proportions o f Trustees at the 4 Different Negative 

Information Variants
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Trustee

Bad Comments 
on Assignment 

(N=202)

Bad Mark 
on Test 
(N=202)

Failed Course 
(N=202)

Expelled from 
School 

(N=202)
R P R P R P R P

Best/close friend 1 .75 1 .76 1 .76 1 .68

Spouse /Partner 2 .66 2 .66 2 .67 2 .65

Sibling 3 .43 3 .44 4 .40 4 .38

Parents /Guardian 4 .43 4 .42 3 .47 3 .52

Friend 5 .29 5 .28 6 .19 5 .13

Classmate /Colleague / 6 .25 6 .21 5 .19 9 .07

Grandparents 7 .17 7 .14 7 .13 6 .11

Relative 8 .13 10 .11 9 .11 8 .08

Psychologist /Counselor 9 .13 9 .12 8 .11 7 .09

Boss /Supervisor / 10 .12 8 .12 10 .10 11 .04

Acquaintance /Neighbor 11 .07 12 .06 12 .05 12 .04

Children /Grandchildren 12 .07 11 .07 11 .09 10 .06

Stranger 13 .03 13 .03 13 .02 13 .02

Bank manager / 14 .02 14 .01 14 .01 14 .01

Among the 14 potential trustees (Table 4 and Table 5), only best/close friend was 

ranked as the top choice to place trust in both positive and negative personal information 

sharing, and through all 4 variants, whereas other trustees’ hierarchy of trusting is not 

stable in the two domains: for instance, parents /guardian was ranked in the second order 

to be trusted in all 4 positive levels o f information sharing domain, but not in the negative 

domain.

Figure 7 shows the trustee chosen proportions in both positive and negative 

personal information sharing domains. First o f all, the composition o f the trust circles in 

the positive personal information sharing domain is different from the composition o f the 

trust circle in the negative personal information sharing domain. Most proportions o f all
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14 trustees chosen to be trusted sharing negative personal information are much fewer 

than the proportions in sharing positive personal information.

Figure 7: Proportions o f 14 Trustees in the Positive and Negative Personal Information 

Sharing Domains

A repeat measure test indicates that chosen trustee proportions are significantly 

different between the two positive and negative personal information sharing domains (F 

(1, 201) = 224.55, p  < .001). It means that trustees chosen in certain domains differ in 

other domains; for example, 54% of people would trust and tell grandparents their good 

comments, good mark, good achievement etc., while only 14% of people would tell 

grandparents their bad comments, bad mark, bad achievement etc.; parents /guardian was 

ranked second in the positive domain but ranked in the 3 rd order in the negative domain, 

the ranking o f spouse/partner is in the 3rd order in the positive information sharing 

domain but in the 2nd in the negative personal information sharing domain.
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The ranks of some family members, such as grandparents, relative, children 

/grandchildren, as well as boss supervisor /teacher are higher hierarchically when sharing 

positive personal information than when sharing negative personal information, meaning 

that they are trusted more in the positive information sharing domain than in the negative 

information sharing domain. On the contrary, some out-of-family trustees, such as friend, 

classmate/fellow student/co-worker/colleague, and psychologist /counselor are trusted 

more in the negative information sharing domain than in the positive information sharing 

domain.

The hierarchy of trusting, as well as relationships to the focal person in positive 

and negative information sharing domains change. The top 6 trustees in the positive 

personal information sharing domain are best/close friend, parents/guardian, spouse 

/partner, sibling, grandparents and relative separately. In sharing negative personal 

information situation, the top 6 trustees are best/close friend, spouse/partner, 

parents/guardian, sibling, friend and classmate /co-worker/colleague (Figure 7). In both 

domains, best/close friend is always in the top spot, parents /guardian in the second top 

rank in the positive domain and the third top rank in the negative domain, while 

spouse/partner, on the contrary, is in the third top rank in the positive and in the second 

top rank in the negative personal information sharing domain. Some extended family 

members (grandparents, relative, children /grandchildren) tend to be less trusted in the 

negative information sharing domain, some out-of-family trustees (friend, classmate/co- 

worker colleague, psychologist /counselor) are more trusted but some out-of-family 

trustees (boss /supervisor /teacher, acquaintance) are trusted less in the negative 

information sharing domain.
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In order to further analyze the composition of the trust circle, I classify the 14 

potential trustees into 4 categories: 1. best/close friend, since it is dominant and it is 

distinct from all other trustees, also distinct from general peers as results of this study and 

idea o f Rotenberg, Boulton and Fox (2005), 2. casual-relationship, including bank 

manager/accountant, psychologist /professional counselor, stranger, 3. friendship, 

including acquaintance /neighbor, boss/supervisor/teacher, classmate/fellow student/co

worker /colleague, friend, and 4 kinship, which includes all family members: children 

/grandchildren, grandparents, spouse/partner parents/guardian, relative, sibling.

As we see. in Figure 8, people do not choose trustees randomly in both 

information sharing domains, meaning people particularly trust some more, trust some 

less, people usually pick the trustee they would like to trust and would like to share 

information with, since there is a big proportional difference between each o f the 4 

trustee categories chosen proportions. People choose best-friend to share both their 

positive and negative personal information with most often, then family members second. 

Following that, people prefer friend /classmate /acquaintance /neighbor etc. and those 

casual-relationship others (e.g. bank manage, accountant, psychologist) were chosen last.

The choosing differences of best-friend and family members, family members and 

friends, friends and casual relationships are all significant in sharing both positive and 

negative information (see Table 6 for results o f post-hoc comparison measures).

Figure 8: Comparing Proportions of the 4 Trustee Categories Chosen in the Positive and 

Negative Personal Information Sharing Domains
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Table 6: Pair Trustee Proportion Differences o f the 4 Trustee Categories 

within Positive and Negative as well as between Positive and Negative Personal 

Information Sharing Domains

Pairs of Trustee Chosen Proportion 
(N = 202)

Proportion
Differences

Std.
Deviation t df. Sig.

Within Best-friend & Kinship .24 .34 10.10 201 .000

Positive Kinship & Friendship .24 .23 14.66 201 .000

F r iendsh ip-Casual-relationsh ip .23 .24 13.34 201 .000

Within Best-friend & Kinship .43 .36 16.85 201 .000

Negative Kinship & Friendship .17 .22 10.89 201 .000

Friendship-Casual-relationship .09 .17 7.07 201 .000

Between Best-friend .07 .39 2.65 201 .009

Positive Kinship .27 .23 16.74 201 .000

and Friendship .20 .28 10.22 201 .000

Negative Casual-relationship .06 .19 4.32 201 .000

The dominant important trust position o f best/close friend, regardless of the valence 

of the information shared, may tell us more about trust but more research is needed to 

continue to explore the phenomenon. The results, revealing a unique characteristic of
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best/close friend, are worthy of our attention and further discussion, since it is 

contradictory of some other studies; for instance, a study by Coulson (2002) showed that 

family is the most trusted, newspapers are the least trusted, and others are in the middle.

In addition to significant differences between each of the 4 trustee categories, 

each category itself also shows some differences between sharing positive and negative 

personal information. Generally speaking, when sharing negative personal information, 

people seem to trust all others less than when sharing positive personal information 

(Figure 8). It is riskier to share negative personal information with others than to share 

positive personal information with others.

As can be seen from Figure 8 and Table 6, for those being trusted most and least, 

best/close friend and casual relationship trustees, the trusting difference between positive 

and negative personal information sharing is less than those being trusted in the middle, 

family members and friends. For example, the 81% of participants who would trust and 

share their positive personal information changes to 74% of participants who would share 

their negative information with best/close friend, not big difference; however, the 57% of 

people who would like to trust and share their positive personal issues drops to only 31 % 

of people who would like to trust and share their negative personal information with their 

family members.

It may suggest that the valence (positive/negative) of information sharing affects 

trustee choosing non-averagely. Specifically the valence o f the shared information 

influences those trustees who are on the two sides of the trusting scope (either being 

trusted more or less) less than those trustees who are in the middle. It seems as long as I 

trust you most, regardless o f the content of the information, I always like to share with
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you; similarly, once I don’t trust you to share my personal information with, it does not 

matter whether the information is good news or a happy experience. However, a basic 

information valence effect on trustee exists, because all trustees are trusted less when it 

comes to sharing bad news, a sad story etc. than when sharing good news, a happy story, 

a pleasant experience.

Based on the results, I would like to emphasize the characteristic of trustee- 

changeability. For those trustees who are trusted comparatively unchangeably, such as 

best/close friend, the term “Always Trustee” may be considered to use, and for those 

trustees who are trusted comparatively changeably, such as family members,

“Changeable Trustee” may also be considered as a term to explain this phenomenon.

As a result o f the above discussion, it is found that people pick out their favorite 

trustees, rather than randomly choosing their trustees, when sharing personal information. 

Best/close friend is chosen as the top trustee when sharing both positive and negative 

personal information. The trust circle composition is different between positive and 

negative personal information sharing domains; the biggest difference between the two 

domains happens among family members, so-called “Changeable Trustees,” and the 

smallest change happens for best/close friend, a so-called “Always Trustee”.

Cultural Effects on Trust Circle Size in the Personal Information Sharing Domain

Looking at trust as a cultural phenomenon is the domain o f the cultural approach 

in trust research. It is important and necessary to understand how others’ trust differs 

from our own. It is not within the scope o f this study to trace historical changes in the 

basis and forms of trust, but rather to use cross-cultural comparisons to examine whether
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or not identifiable differences in the dominant form of groups in a culture have an impact 

on the size and composition of the group to whom a person will extend trust.

Figure 9 shows that in both positive and negative personal information-sharing 

domains, the average chosen trustee numbers of Canadians and Chinese differ.

Canadians, on average, choose 7.13 (SD = 3.12) trustees to share their positive personal 

information with, and Chinese only choose 4.70 (SD. = 2.51) trustees on average, the 2 

means varying significantly (F ( l ,  201) = 36.90, p  < 0.001) and Canadians trusting more 

trustees than do Chinese. When sharing negative personal information, Chinese only 

choose 2.72 (SD. = 1.62) trustees on average, which is significantly less than the average 

o f Canadian trustees chosen at 3.85 (SD. = 1.92). Chinese and Canadians vary greatly (F 

(1,201) = 20.44, p  <0.001) about how many trustees they trust to share their negative 

personal information with, and Canadians tend to trust more and Chinese tend to trust 

fewer people.

The results imply that culture affects people’s trust circle size; Canadians’ trust 

circle size is larger than Chinese’s trust circle size in both positive and negative personal 

information-sharing domains. In other words, Canadians trust more others than Chinese 

do when sharing all kinds o f personal information.

Figure 9: Mean Trustee Chosen Numbers of Canadians and Chinese in the Positive and 

Negative Personal Information-Sharing Domains
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It is particularly worth pointing out that the trust circle size difference between 

Chinese and Canadians in the positive personal information-sharing domain is bigger 

than the trust circle size difference between Chinese and Canadians in the negative 

information-sharing domain. This means that Chinese in particular choose fewer trustees 

to share their positive personal information with compared with Canadians. It may 

confuse people to see that Chinese trust fewer others than Canadians do when not only 

sharing negative but also sharing positive personal information.

Chinese, as collectivists, should display their trust by telling more others about 

their personal information, if  based on the following idea:

Collectivism as a syndrome o f attitudes and behaviors embodies in (a) 

consideration of implications o f one’s own decisions and/or actions for other 

people, (b) sharing of material resources, (c) sharing o f nonmaterial resources, (d) 

susceptibility to social influence, (e) self-presentation and face-work, (f) sharing 

of outcomes, and (g) feeling o f involvement in others’ lives. Individualism is, on 

the other hand, absence o f the above (Hui & Yee, 1994, p.410).
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According to the above, Chinese should be more likely to share their personal 

information, as nonmaterial resources, with others than Canadians (individualism). 

However, as can be seen, the data from this study do not support the general idea o f what 

individualism /collectivism should be like. Instead, Chinese tend to hesitate in sharing 

their nonmaterial resources with others since Chinese trust fewer others to share their 

personal information with than Canadians do as the results of this study show. It may be 

too early to say which state is more correlated with fact at this time. Together with some 

other results that cannot be explained by general variables o f individual-collectivism 

(such as Fijineman et al., 1996), it is time to begin considering whether individualism 

/collectivism can describe /explain the entire cultural characteristics of a nation.

While the research was conducted, some Chinese participants were asked after 

they finished their questionnaire why they did not trust and choose more trustees to share 

their good news with (got good comment, got good mark, was best student in class, 

university). They gave answers like: because I’m afraid people may think I’m showing 

off too much if I tell too many people; I won’t tell many people about being best student 

in class because I don’t want the extra attention, therefore I only tell the people who are 

close to me; People often don’t like those who do better than you, the more positive you 

do compared to others, the more difficult it is to keep good relationships with others, and 

so on.

Unfortunately, it is very hard to find related published research to explore the 

phenomenon o f Chinese trusting fewer others than Canadians in both positive and 

negative personal information sharing domains. I believe this information could shed 

light on the inner world of the Chinese, Canadians and their cultural differences, as well
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as correctly describing the true characteristics of the Chinese. It could be a very 

interesting and meaningful field of research.

Cultural Effects on Trust Circle Composition in the Personal Information Sharing 

Domain

As well, Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the differences between the compositions 

o f the trust circle in the personal information-sharing domain between Canadians and 

Chinese separately.

In the positive personal information-sharing domain, the discriminates o f trustees 

chosen proportions between Canadians and Chinese are all significant except for sibling 

(in Table 7, trustees are ranked by the amount o f different F  between Canadians and 

Chinese), and Canadians trust all trustees more than Chinese do. The biggest difference 

for trustees chosen in the positive domain between the two groups is spouse, then 

psychologist/counselor, best/close friend following, and sibling showing the smallest 

difference in the two groups. Canadians and Chinese only trust sibling the same when 

sharing positive personal information, and all others trustees are trusted differently 

between Canadians and Chinese.

Figure 10: Proportions of Trustees Chosen by Canadians and Chinese in the Positive 

Personal Information-Sharing Domain
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Table 7: Trustee Chosen Discriminants between Canadians and Chinese in the Positive 

and Negative Personal Information-Sharing Domains

Positive 
(N = 202)

Negative 
(N = 202)

Trustee Proportion 
Can Chi

F Sig. Trustee Proportion 
Can Chi

F Sig.

1 Spouse /Partner .91 .54 60.05 .000 Parents/Guardian .61 .31 30.20 .000
2 Friend .53 .27 26.16 .000 Spouse /Partner .81 .51 29.35 .000
3 Psychologist / .27 .07 25.73 .000 Grandparents .19 .09 6.73 .010
4 Best/close friend .90 .73 18.56 .000 Sibling .49 .34 6.45 .012
5 Bank manager / .16 .03 16.13 .000 Best/Close friend .80 .68 6.37 .012
6 Relative .55 .35 13.56 .000 Relative .14 .07 3.39 .067
7 Boss/Supervisor/ .44 .26 12.66 .000 Children /Grand .09 .05 1.73 .190
8 Classmate / .47 .29 12.12 .001 Acquaintance / .04 .07 1.45 .230
9 Grandparents .63 .44 11.79 .001 Boss/Supervisor/ .11 .08 1.05 .306
10 Children /Grand .37 .21 9.72 .002 Stranger .02 .03 1.01 .317
11 Parents /Guardia .84 .71 8.79 .003 Psychologist / .13 .10 .73 .393
12 Stranger .10 .03 6.64 .011 Bank manager / .02 .01 .34 .561
13 Acquaintance / .26 .17 4.63 .033 Friend .23 .21 .21 .647
14 Sibling .71 .63 2.45 .119 Classmate / .17 .19 .14 .707
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In the negative personal information sharing domain (Figure 11), the dominant 

differences of chosen proportions between Canadians and Chinese are parents/guardian 

and spouse with Chinese trusting and telling their parents/guardian, as well as their 

spouse, negative information much less than Canadians do. Regarding family members, 

based on the results, for those Canadians who need to share their positive personal 

information, they tend to first trust spouse, then parents /guardian, sibling, grandparents, 

relative and children/grandchildren. On the other hand, Chinese first trust 

parents/grandparents then sibling to share their positive personal information with, while 

spouse only ranks third. The ranking order o f other family members for Chinese was 

grandparents, relative and children.

In the sharing negative personal information domain, the family member trust 

hierarchy of Canadians stays the same as in the sharing positive personal information 

domain beginning with the spouse (Figure 10, Figure 11). However, in the sharing 

negative information domain, Chinese shift their first 3 trustees of family members 

(parents /guardian, sibling, spouse/partner) to spouse/partner, sibling and parents 

/guardian in turn.

Similarly, as shown before, putting trust in the spouse expresses a considerable 

cultural difference between Canada and China. When sharing both positive and negative 

personal/social information, Canadians always trust their spouse more than Chinese do, 

since the spouse choosing rank of Canadians is always in the first rank, Chinese’s spouse 

rank is in the fourth (positive information sharing) order and in the second (negative 

information sharing); the spouse choosing proportion difference between the 2 cultures is 

the most significant (positive, F  (1, 200) = 60.05, p  < .000) and almost the most
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significant (negative, F  (1, 200) = 29.35,p  < .000). The results match those in the 

economic risk domain and confirm again that spouse plays a more important trust role in 

Western culture than in Eastern culture.

Figure 11: Proportions of Trustees Chosen by Canadians and Chinese in the Negative 

Personal Information-Sharing Domain
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For out-of-family members, Chinese trust best/close friend more than anyone else, 

even more than any family members in both positive and negative personal information 

sharing domains; however Canadians only trust best/close friend as the second most 

important trustee in both positive and negative information sharing domains. These 

findings need to be compared with other related research in the future.

As above Figure 11 shows, Canadians still trust more for 12 o f 14 trustees than 

Chinese when sharing negative personal information. In addition, 5 of the 14 trustees 

show significantly chosen discrimination between the two cultures, with the biggest
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difference being parents/guardian, the second being spouse and the third being 

grandparents and so on.

I further explore the 4 trustee categories (best/close friend, casual-relationship, 

friendship and kinship) in cultural contexts (Figure 12). When sharing good news /happy 

stories /pleasant experiences with others, both trust lines of Canadians and Chinese 

display the same slope, meaning that Canadians and Chinese trust best/close friend, 

family members, friends and casual-relationship with the same decreasing degree; 

however, Chinese show significantly less trust tendency in all 4 trustee categories (Table 

8).

Figure 12: Four Trustee Categories Chosen Proportions of Canadians and Chinese in the 

Positive (left) and Negative (right) Personal Information-Sharing Domains
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Table 8: Proportions, Standard Deviations and Differences of the 4 Trustee Categories 

between Canadians and Chinese in the Positive and Negative Personal Information 

Sharing Domains
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Domain Trustee Canadian
(n=102)

Chinese
(n=100) F Sig.

Prop SD. Prop SD.
Casual-relationship .19 .26 .04 .08 30.09 .000

Positive Kinship .67 .25 .48 .25 28.69 .000

Friendship .43 .31 .25 .26 20.10 .000

Best/close friend .90 .20 .73 .35 18.56 .000

Kinship .39 .20 .23 .18 35.79 .000

Negative Best/close friend .80 .33 .68 .38 6.37 .012

Casual-relationship .06 .13 .04 .08 -1.99 .159

Friendship .14 .18 .14 .17 0.01 .927

When sharing bad news /sad stories /unpleasant experiences, the trust differences 

between the 2 cultures differ. The two cultural groups show no differences when they 

choose general friends /classmate etc. and casual-relations to share their negative 

personal information with. However, choosing best/close friend and family members 

showed some differences between Canadians and Chinese with Chinese trusting 

best/close friend and family members less than Canadians in the negative personal 

information-sharing domain. It seems that compared with Canadians, Chinese are 

particularly fearful o f their bad mark, bad comment (their failure), being known by their 

family and best/close friend, which are intimate relationships of one.

Kinship choosing represents the biggest difference between Canadians and 

Chinese, or Chinese are more likely to not want their family members to know they failed 

a course /program, they were expelled from school, they received bad comments or 

marks than Canadians do (F ( l ,  200) = 35.79,/? < 0.001). It may be because Chinese tend 

to conceptualize family members as one whole body. For instance, Chinese parents
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usually call their children as their own flesh and blood, brotherhood is frequently seen as 

the relationship between hands and feet (Hwang, 1997; Hwang, 1999). If a person does a 

bad thing (e.g. fails school) /commits a crime etc.), then that person’s parents will be held 

responsible for not teaching their child better. The family may suffer socially for the bad 

thing /crime etc. of the offspring. A long time ago, in traditional China, punishment for 

murder was meted out not only on the individual culprit, but also on all other family 

members (Bedford & Hwang, 2003). In such traditional circumstances, in a culture o f 

such honour/disgrace, it seems reasonable that people would not like to tell their family 

their bad news/sad stories when compared with people who grew up in another culture.

In summary, the cultural differences regarding trust circle composition can be 

described as people in each culture having their own different top trustees. Canadians and 

Chinese show different trustee compositions with the biggest cultural difference being 

spouse with Canadians trusting spouse more than Chinese do. In addition, the difference 

(Chinese trust fewer) when sharing positive information is bigger than when sharing 

negative information. I think a specific term is needed to describe the phenomenon of 

Chinese not only trusting fewer others when dealing with negative personal information, 

but also when sharing positive information. Finally, Chinese also show more hesitation 

when sharing their negative personal information with their family compared to 

Canadians.

Age, Education Level, Family Income, Gender, Participants’ Status and the Trust 

Circle in the Personal Information Sharing Domain

Besides culture, age, gender, education, family income and participant status are
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all tested to see if they are factors influencing trust circle size and composition. It is 

found that they do not contribute differences to trust circle size in either positive or 

negative personal information sharing domains. Moreover, age, education, family 

income, gender and participant status all have no significant effect on trust circle 

composition in both the positive and negative personal information sharing domains.

Conclusion about the Trust Circle in the Personal Information Sharing Domain

Now, the questions put forward previously regarding the relationship between 

trust circle and the valance of the shared personal information (positive and negative), the 

variant of the positive/negative personal/social information, and culture can all be 

answered by the following results.

1. Trust circle size is decided by the valence o f the personal information; positive 

information sharing is associated with larger trust circle size than it is when sharing 

negative information. Trust circle size is also affected by the variant o f the valence of the 

shared personal information: as the variant o f the positive information increases, the trust 

circle size tends to increase, and as the level o f the negative information increases, the 

trust circle size tends to decrease.

2. Trust circle composition is based on the valence of the personal information 

shared: the hierarchy o f trusting o f trustees changes more in the negative information 

sharing domain and changes less in the positive information sharing domain; the biggest 

difference o f chosen proportion between positive and negative information sharing is for 

kinship with people tending to tell their family members good news, happy stories etc. 

but not their bad news, sad stories etc. Best/close friend, regardless of the content of the
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shared information, tends to be trusted by most people and its hierarchy is at the top of 

trustees chosen.

3. Trust circle size is affected by culture; in this study, Canadians trust more other 

trustees than Chinese do in both positive and negative personal information sharing 

domains. A new, specific term may be needed to generalize the tendency o f Chinese to 

trust fewer others not only when sharing negative personal information but also when 

sharing positive personal information.

Cultural issues also affect the composition of the trust circle; people in each 

culture have their own favored trustees in different content o f shared personal 

information. The trust circle composition difference between the two cultures is bigger in 

the positive personal information sharing than in the negative; husband (wife) /boyfriend 

(girlfriend) /partner /lover, as spouse o f family, is trusted more by Canadians than by 

Chinese, or spouse’s trusting order is always higher for Canadians than for Chinese in 

both positive and negative personal information sharing. Canadians keep the same 

hierarchy o f trust for the top 4 trustees (beginning with spouse, then best/close friend, 

parents /guardian and sibling) as the valence o f the information changes, but Chinese 

choose different top trustees as the shared personal information goes from positive to 

negative: when sharing positive information, they begin with best/close friend, then 

parents/guardian, sibling and spouse; when sharing negative information, they begin with 

best/close friend, then spouse, sibling and parents/guardian).

4. Age, education, family income, gender and participants’ status do not affect 

trust circle size and trust circle composition.
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THE TRUST CIRCLE in DOMAIN-BASED TRUST

The trust circle within each economic risk domain and each personal sharing 

domain has been discussed previously and many important findings have been indicated. 

However, the trust circle still needs to be explored across the two domains to see if  it 

differs when it is in the two different domains. Thus the questions I expect to answer in 

the section are:

1. Whether domain affects trust circle size, 2. whether domain affects trust circle 

composition, and 3. whether culture influences the trust circle (size and composition). 

The questions will be considered in this order and the section will only deal with the 

circumstances in which “I trust others”.

Results and Discussion 

Trust Circle Size in the Economic Risk and Personal Information-Sharing Domains

Figure 13 presents the trustee chosen numbers in 4 risk variants of the economic 

domain, and in 4 positive and negative variants o f shared personal information. I should 

directly compare the 2 trust circles with the 2 specific trust chosen numbers o f the 2 

domains, but, because the shared personal information has 2 either positive or negative 

valences, it is impossible to decide which trust circle size represents the trust circle size 

of the personal information sharing domain. Using either only the trust circle size o f the 

positive or the negative information sharing domain or the average of the 2 trust circle 

sizes will not work. However, we can still see how trust circle size varies with only the
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parallel average trustee numbers chosen by participants in Figure 13 which provides a 

convincing picture that trust circle sizes differ depending on different domains.

Figure 13: Mean Trustee Chosen Numbers at the 4 variants of the Economic Risk 

Domain (left). Positive (middle) and Negative (right) Personal Information-Sharing 

Domains
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It appears that the size of the trust circle follows a different pattern in the financial 

domains than in the domains of sharing positive and negative personal information. 

People overall, in the personal domain, seem more willing to share positive than negative 

information. That is, in people’s economic/material life, when doing things such as 

lending money to others, the trustee numbers tend to be different from the trustee 

numbers in both the positive and the negative personal information sharing domains. The 

findings support the general idea posted by Hardin (2001) that trust depends on context. 

Here we see that people adjust their trustees (add, reduce or keep the same) based on 

specific domains and the content o f the domain.
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In addition, one can see that the number of trustees listed in the economic risk 

domain declines rapidly when the risk increases compared with the trust number varying 

in the personal information sharing context. As the variants of positive/negative 

information sharing domain change, the chosen trustee numbers vary, but the varying 

occurs gradually, not sharply. These results are further proof that the number o f trustees 

people would like to trust is associated with domain and the valence of the circumstance.

As Figure 13 showed, in each domain, risk increases in the 4 different variants, 

the corresponding trustee numbers changed, further work would be necessary to ensure 

that in the personal domain, the information sharing examples were indeed perceived to 

imply different levels of risk. It would be circular to argue that issues for which there 

were few trustees listed, are also the riskier ones. However, the data for the economic 

domain, where one can be more confident about increasing levels of risk with increasing 

amounts lent, is consistent with the idea that trust circle size shrinks with increased risk.

Regarding the relationship between trust circle size and domain, valence and 

variant, the summary may help to organize: first of all, if  the related domains are not the 

same (e.g. from economic risk to personal information sharing), the corresponding trust 

circle sizes differ; secondly, if  the valence (e.g. positive/negative personal information) of 

a domain differs, the corresponding trust circle sizes tend to differ; thirdly, if  the variant 

(e.g. economic risk level, positivity /negativity level) of the domains varies, the 

corresponding trust circle sizes tend to differ.

Trust Circle Composition in the Economic Risk and Personal Information Sharing 

Domains
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Is the position of each trustee in the hierarchy the same in different domains? 

Figure 14 provides us with a general picture to answer this question qualitatively. In the 

economic risk domains, people trust parents most, then sibling(s), followed by 

spouse/partner and best/close friend and so on. The trusting order of trustees in the 

economic domains is not the same as the trusting order o f trustees in the personal 

information sharing domains in which best/close friend is in the most trusted position, 

while parents are in the second position when sharing positive information and spouse 

/partner is in the second position when sharing negative personal information. This may 

remind people o f the importance o f the domain which affects trust composition 

differently.

Figure 14: Fourteen Trustee Chosen Proportions in the Economic Risk, Positive and 

Negative Personal Information-Sharing Domains
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Figure 15 further shows trust circle composition in the 4 categories that are 

grouped from the 14 trustees as previously mentioned. On the one hand, some similarities 

can be seen; for example, best/close friend never falls out o f the top trust position, and the 

casual-relationship trustee category is always trusted least in both economic risk and 

personal information sharing domains. On the other hand, the effect of domain on the 

trust circle composition can also be seen: even best/close friend is trusted dominantly in 

both the economic risk and the personal information-sharing domains compared with 

three other trustee categories, best/close friend is particularly trusted more in the personal 

domain than in the economic domain. Family members are trusted secondly in all 3 

domains, but particularly in the economic risk domain and in the positive valence of 

personal information sharing; however, when sharing negative personal information, the 

proportion o f people choosing family members drops greatly. Friends’ choosing pattern is 

like kinship’s; casual-relationship type trustees, as the least trusted trustees, tend to mirror 

the most trusted trustee (best/close friend) tendency.

Figure 15: Chosen Proportions o f the 4 Trustee Categories in the Economic Risk, Positive 

and Negative Personal Information Sharing Domains
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It is easy to see that the 3 lines in Figure 14 represent 3 hierarchies of trusting and 

corresponding relationships in the 3 different trust circumstances. If the 3 lines are not the 

same shape, it implies that the hierarchies of trusting and relationships represented differ; 

that is, the trust circle composition changes in the different domains and in the different 

valence o f the domains. However, there is clearly a great deal of similarity in content of 

the trust circles across the three domains, with the majority o f trustees being simply 

described as “close friends and family”.

As mentioned, in distinct domains, in distinct valances of domains, and in distinct 

variants of domain or variants of valance, trust circle compositions tend to be different. 

For example, in the economic domain, best/close friend went from being the top trustee 

when lending $10 to being only the 5th trustee when lending $100,000 and more; in the 

positive content o f the personal information sharing domain, the rank o f boss /supervisor 

/teacher went from 9th at the lowest variant o f positivity (got good comments on 

assignment /homework) to 7th rank at the highest variant o f positivity (best student in 

school /university). Also, classmate/co-worker/colleague decreased in rank from 6th in the
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lowest negative personal information sharing domain (got bad comments on assignment 

/homework) to 9th in the highest negative valence (being expelled from school 

/university). This, like trust circle size discussed before, also indicates qualitatively that 

trust circle composition is affected by the domain and the content of the domain.

In short, the composition of the trust circle is affected by the domains, or different 

domains (like economic risk and personal information sharing) may cause different trust 

circle composition. The composition of the trust circle is influenced also by the valence 

o f the domain: if  the valence of the domain is dissimilar (like positive or negative), then 

the trust circle composition may differ. Finally, the variant of the domain or the variant of 

valance o f the domain may also cause the composition of the trust circle to differ if  there 

are several variants in a domain, or in the valence of a domain.

Cultural Effects on Trust Circle Size in the Economic Risk and Personal 

Information Sharing Domains

Whether different cultures, such as Eastern and Western cultures, also affect the 

trust circle will be discussed by looking at trust circle size and trust circle composition in 

the two separate sections.

In Figure 16, one can see that in the same domain, participants from the two 

cultures included in this study, show differing mean size of the trust circle. In the 

economic domain, the average number o f trustees chosen by Chinese (6.48, SD = 2.54) is 

larger than the trustee number of Canadians (5.73, SD = 2.03), and the test results 

revealed significant cultural effects on trust circle size ( t(2 ,189) = .021, p  < .05). 

However, in contrast, when sharing positive personal information, the average trustee 

number for Canadians (7.12, SD = 3.12) was significantly higher than that reported by
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Chinese (4.70, SD  = 2.51, t (2, 192) = 6.08,p  < .001). Similarly, the average trustee 

number of Canadians (3.85, SD = 1.92) is larger than the average trustee number of 

Chinese (2.72, SD = 1.62) by a significant margin (f(l, 195) = 4.52, p  < .001) when 

sharing bad news /sad story /unpleasant experience etc.

Figurel6 : Mean Trustee Numbers Listed by Canadians and Chinese in the Economic, 

Positive and Negative Personal Information-Sharing Domains

Trustee
Numbers

■ Canadian

■ Chinese

Economic Positive Negative

The results confirm that cultural influence on trust circle size depends on the 

domain of trust. Chinese respondents had a somewhat larger trust circle than Canadians 

for economic matters, but in the personal domain, both positive and negative valences, 

the Chinese listed fewer trustees than Canadians did. As long as culture differs, the trust 

circle size differs; all trustee circle sizes between Chinese and Canadians in all situations 

are significantly different.

Therefore, Chinese express their trust to more others than Canadians in the 

economic risk domain, but Canadians place their trust in more others than Chinese in
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personal information sharing domains, as the trust circle size of the two cultures in the 2 

domains showed in Figure 16.

Further, it is found that the effects of culture on the economic risk domain are 

different from the effects of culture on the personal information sharing domain. That is 

in the former, Chinese trust circle size is larger than Canadians’ trust circle size, and in 

the latter, the varying culture makes Chinese trust circle size smaller than Canadians’. Or 

in other words, Canadians trust fewer others than Chinese when facing economic domain 

risk, but trust more others than Chinese when thinking of whether to trust others to share 

their personal information with.

Canadians and Chinese place their trust in others differently in the different 

situations; however, the bigger trust circle size difference between Canadians and 

Chinese is in the positive personal information sharing domain. It implies that Chinese 

trust fewer others to share their good news, happy story etc. compared with Canadian do.

I would like to stress the importance of exploring the interesting phenomenon of 

the Chinese trusting fewer others than Canadians not only in the negative information 

sharing domain, but also in the positive personal information sharing domain. Further, 

this knowledge may reveal more about the Chinese.

Fukuyama (1995) describes the United States, Germany, and Japan as high trust 

cultures, and Chinese and Korea as low-trust cultures. The result s of this study contradict 

Fukuyama’s idea. The data from the personal information sharing domain appear to 

support Fukuyama’s idea since Chinese appear to trust fewer others (low trust culture) 

compared with Canadians, but the data from the economic domain do not support the 

idea, given that Chinese trust more others than Canadians. The contradictory results warn
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us to understand individualism-collectivism in a more profound way. I believe that 

Chinese themselves are very diverse and can be described in a very wide view and that 

simple collectivism may not explain them in an in-depth way.

Cultural Effects on Trust Circle Composition in the Economic Risk and Personal 

Information Sharing Domains

Figure 17 describes how the trust circle composition of Canadians and Chinese 

differs in the economic risk and the personal information-sharing domains.

Figure 17: Trustee Chosen Proportions o f Canadians and Chinese in the Economic Risk 

(left), Positive (middle), and Negative (right) Personal Information Sharing Domains
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Each trusting hierarchy o f each culture is described by each line o f a culture in 

Figure 17. It is obvious that no lines of Canadians and Chinese in each specific situation 

overlap completely, which generally tells us that culture is a factor which affects trust 

circle composition. One can further see that the relationships and hierarchies o f trust
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(who is trusted most, who is trusted second, third, until last) of Canadians in all 3 

circumstances are different from the hierarchies of Chinese.

Generally speaking, those trustees people are more likely to trust are more 

important. It is meaningful to see how the top four trustees in Figure 17 are trusted by the 

two cultures in both the economic and personal domains. Table 9 displays the top 4 

proportions o f four trustees of Canadians and Chinese in the economic, as well as the 

positive and negative personal information sharing domains.

Table 9: The First 4 Top Trustee Chosen Proportions of Canadians and Chinese in the 

Economic Risk, Positive and Negative Information Sharing Domains

Economic Positive Negative

Canadian 
(n= 102)

Chinese 
(n= 100)

Canadian 
(n= 102)

Chinese 
(n = 100)

Canadian 
(n= 102)

Chinese 
(n = 100)

Trustee P Trustee P Trustee P Trustee P Tmstee P Trustee P

Parents/ .84 Sibling .77 Spouse / .91 Best-F .73 Spouse/ .81 Best-F .68

Spouse/ .78 Parents/ .75 Best-F .90 Parents/ .71 Best-F .80 Spouse/ .51

Sibling .68 Best-F .74 Parents/ .84 Sibling .63 Parents/ .61 Sibling .34

Best-F .65 Spouse/ .62 Sibling .71 Spouse / .54 Sibling .49 Parents/ .31

In all domains and in both cultures, first o f all, the first top four positions o f the 

trust circle are occupied by the following trustees: best/close friend, spouse/partner, 

parents, and sibling for both Canadians and Chinese. It seems apparent that the 3 family 

members (parents, spouse, and sibling) and an out o f family trustee (best/close friend) are 

the most trust-worthy trustees regardless of the culture, which points out a similarity o f 

trustee circle composition in varying cultures.
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However, the hierarchy of the top 4 trustees o f the 2 cultures in different domains 

and different valence of domains are not similar. Canadians rank parents/guardian first 

but Chinese rank them second in the economic risk domain. It is somewhat complex in 

the sharing of personal information: the parents’ rank of Canadians is lower than the 

Chinese’s rank in positive personal information sharing, but in the negative personal 

information sharing domain things are reversed with parents/guardian’s ranking higher 

with Canadians than with Chinese. Chinese are usually more reluctant to share their 

negative personal information with their parents than Canadians are.

Spouse occupies a less important position in the order of trusting in Chinese 

culture than in Canadian culture in all circumstances; in dealing with the economic issue, 

Canadians rank spouse second, while Chinese rank spouse fourth. In sharing positive 

personal information, spouse is the most trusted by Canadians, while Chinese still only 

rank their spouse fourth. Even though Chinese rank spouse second in trustee ranks for 

sharing negative personal information, it is still lower than the first rank position chosen 

by Canadians. In other words, regardless of the domain, and valence o f the domain, 

Westerners tend to trust their husband (wife) /boyfriend (girlfriend) /partner /lover more 

than Easterners tend to.

As for sibling’s trust order, it is higher in the Chinese mind than in the Canadian 

mind in all different domains. The trust hierarchy of sibling of both Chinese and 

Canadians in the economic domain are the first and the third separately. That is Chinese 

are more likely to trust and lend money to their siblings than Canadians are. Faced with 

the sharing o f positive and negative personal information, the sibling rank positions 

among Chinese (third) are all higher than Canadians’ are (4th).
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Best/close friend occupies a higher trust-worthy hierarchy in Chinese’s trust circle 

than Canadians’ regardless of the domain and the content of the domain. In lending 

money to others, best/close friend was trusted as the third trustee and higher than spouse 

by Chinese, while best/close friend was trusted as the 4th trustee, lower than spouse by 

Canadians. In sharing positive personal information, best/close friend is in the top trust 

hierarchy among Chinese, but best/close friend’s trust order among Canadians is in 

second place. In sharing negative personal information, Chinese still treat best/close 

friend as the number one trustee more than any other trustees and Canadians’ best/close 

friend is still in the second rank. This means that Chinese regard best/close friend more 

highly than Canadians do.

That is, even though in all domains and in both cultures, the first four trustees 

chosen are the same, their hierarchies are not the same. Each domain, each valence of 

domain and each culture has its own unique trustee order with Canadians trusting parent 

most and Chinese trusting sibling most in the economic domain, as well as Canadians 

trusting spouse most and Chinese trusting best/close friend most in both the positive and 

negative personal information sharing domains.

Some researchers believe that there is a sharp distinction between members o f in

groups and out-groups in collectivist societies (Triandis, 1995), that Chinese cultures are 

highly collectivistic (Hofstede, 1980), and that the dominant in-group for Chinese has 

traditionally been the extended family (Huff & Kelley, 2005). Based on this, family 

members (kinship category) should be chosen more often by Chinese participants, not 

Canadian participants; however, the facts show another story. In the economic risk 

domain, Chinese trust their kinship (in-group) the same as Canadians do, and in both
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positive and negative personal information sharing domains, Chinese trust their kinship 

members (in-group) even less than Canadians do (Figure 17).

Conclusion about the Trust Circle in Domain-based Trust

After comparing the trust circle across the 2 domains, the relationship between 

domain and trust is known as:

1. Trust is variable as mentioned before (Willing, 1993), and it is varied because 

trust circle size and composition, as 2 components of the trust circle, change. Different 

domains, different valences of the domain and different variants of the domain/ valence 

are associated with the variability of trust circle size and composition.

2. The term “Domain-based Trust” is therefore suggested to describe the 

changeable distinguishing features o f trust.

3. Trust circle size is first affected by distinct domains, for example, the trust 

circle size in the economic risk domain is different from the trust circle size in the 

personal information sharing domain. The trust circle size is also influenced by the 

valence of domains if there are dissimilar valences in the domains; for instance, trust 

circle size in the positive personal information sharing domain is larger than that in the 

negative domain. Third, trust circle size is affected by the variant o f the domain (different 

economic risk variants), when risk increases, the trust circle sizes decrease, as well as 

being affected by the variant o f the valence (positive/negative variants o f shared personal 

information), when positive/negative variants become stronger, the trust circle size 

changes.

4. Similarly, domain affects trust circle composition, for instance, in the economic 

domain, the trust circle composition is built with parents/guardian being in the most
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important position; and in the personal information sharing domains, the trust circle 

composition is built with best/close friend being in the most important rank. Second, the 

valence of a domain also influences the trust circle composition if the valence is 

applicable, for instance, family members are trusted more in the positive personal 

information sharing domain than in the negative information sharing domain. Thirdly, the 

variants of the domain /valence of the domain affect trust circle composition, for 

example, best/close friend’s position is in the first rank when lending $10 to others, then 

falls to 4th when lending $10,000 and finally to 5th when lending $100,000 and more to 

others.

5. Culture exerts its influence on trust circle size. When looking at both Canadians 

and Chinese in the economic domain, the trust circle size of Chinese is larger than 

Canadians’ trust circle size in higher risk level, but in the personal domain, Chinese’s 

trust circle size is greatly reduced to being smaller than Canadians’ trust circle size. 

Chinese trust others less than Canadians do not only in sharing negative personal 

information, but also in sharing positive personal information.

6 . Cultural issues also exert their influence on trust circle composition. For 

example, in the economic domain, Canadians’ trust circle composition begins with 

parents/guardian (first) and spouse (second); Chinese’s trust circle composition begins 

with sibling (first) and parents/guardian (second). As for the valence o f domain, spouse is 

always trusted most by Canadians in both positive and negative personal information 

sharing domains, and best/close friend is always trusted most by Chinese in both positive 

and negative personal information sharing domains. It seems that spouse’s trust role is
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more important in Western culture than it is in Eastern culture since Canadians always 

rank their spouse higher than Chinese do.

7. The results o f the study are contradictory with some individualism /collectivism 

ideas, thus it is suggested that Chinese culture may not be explained wholly and 

thoroughly only by collectivism.

I TRUST OTHERS AND OTHERS TRUST ME

Indeed, trust behavior happens in two directions, meaning that not only can Mary 

trust David and Tom (trust from Mary goes to David and Tom), but Mary can also 

receive trust from David and Tom (trust from David and Tom goes to Mary); Mary,

David and Tom all play the double role o f trust issuer and trust receiver.

Some researchers have considered the concept of reciprocity in their trust research 

(Gill, Boies, Finegan & McNally, 2005). For example, Fijneman, Willemsen and 

Poortinga (1996), in their study, asked participants how much they expected to receive 

from and give to others. In Foddy and Dawes’ (2003) trust and cooperation study, they 

placed two real participants in a dyad: a sender and a receiver; the sender decided how 

much o f the endowment to send to the receiver, and the receiver also decided how much 

to send back to the sender. Buchan and Croson (2004) designed an experiment to explore 

trust boundaries, participants were randomly assigned to roles of either proposer or 

responder in a game which involved a proposer and a responder, and proposers and 

responders were all asked to state how much money they would send to the other, and 

how much they would expect to receive from the other.
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This dissertation clearly point out that trust happens in two ways: I trust others 

and others trust me and thus designed the study. In the economic domain, this affects how 

much money I would like to lend to others, or entrust to them, and how much I would 

expect to receive from others. It is important to explore trust from the two opposing 

directions— “I-trust-others” and “others-trust me”— , because trust happens in both 

directions, and it is likely that the trust relationship is reciprocal, but not entirely so. The 

two kinds o f trust circles may not be exactly the same in the two trust loci, since their 

trusting directions are different; however, the two kinds of trust circles may have some 

things in common since they are involved in the same trust process. This section 

examines the trust circle in the locus o f "others-trust-me”, and compares how entrusting 

and perceived trustworthiness are related. This is done through a comparison o f results 

about “I trust others” and “I believe others trust me” in the context o f economic risk and 

personal information sharing domains to provide additional insight into this reciprocal 

trust.

In order to carry out the comparison, the questionnaires used to explore the trust 

circle in the locus of “others-trust-me” were parallel to the questionnaires used to 

examine the trust circle in the locus o f “I-trust-others”. Both questionnaires have the 

same numbers, the same sections and the same meanings; however, in order to reflect the 

shift from “I-trust-others” to “others-trust-me”, the pronoun whom becomes who. For 

instance, in the economic risk domain, the question was previously “whom, do you think, 

you would trust to lend $10 to, if possible?” Now the corresponding question is “Who, do 

you think, would trust you to lend you $10, if  possible? Choose possible person(s) from 

the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box”.
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Acquaintance 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover
9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

The above question is also used for three other risk levels, with only the amount 

of lending money varying from $500, $10,000, to $100,000 and more separately.

In the positive personal information sharing domain, it was previously asked for 

the “I-trust-others” case “Whom, do you think, would you trust to share this information 

with, if  you got good comments on your assignment/homework?” Now the participants 

were asked the following for the locus o f “others-trust-me”:

“Who, do you think, would trust you to share this information with you, if  he/she 

had good comments on his/her assignment/homework? Choose possible person(s) from 

the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box”

Acquaintance 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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The above question was also used for the three other positive levels of personal 

information sharing for the locus of “others-trust-me”: if  he/she got a good mark/grade on 

his/her test/examination, if he (she) was best student in his/her class, if  he (she) was best 

student in his/her school/university.

In sharing negative personal information, the question for the locus of “I-trust- 

others” was phased as “whom, do you think, would you trust to share this information 

with, if  you got bad comments on your assignment/homework?” becomes the following 

for the locus of “others-trust-me”:

“Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she 

got bad comments on his/her assignment/homework? Choose possible person(s) from the 

following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box”.

Acquaintance 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian . 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

The question was also used for the three other negative levels o f personal 

information sharing for the locus of “others-trust-me”: if  he/she got bad marks on his/her 

assignment/homework, if  he/she failed his/her course/program, if he (she) was expelled 

from his/her school /university. As noted earlier, these were intended to represent 

increasing levels of negative disclosure.
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Through the parallel questionnaire and comparison with previous data, we will 

see: 1. whether the trust circle size of the “I-trust-others” locus is different from the trust 

circle size o f the “others-trust-me” locus, and 2 . whether trust circle composition differs 

across the 2 trust loci.

Results and Discussion 

Size of the Trust Circle: Comparing “I-trust-others” and “Others-trust-me”

Figure 18 shows the results for trust circle size across the loci o f “I-trust-others” 

and “others-trust-me” and how trust circle size is related to the economic risk and 

personal information sharing domains.

Figure 18: Mean Trustee Numbers for the Loci o f “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me” 

in the Economic Risk, Positive and Negative Personal Information Sharing Domains

l-Trust-Others
Others-Trust-Me

Economic

As the figure indicates, the trustee numbers chosen by participants in the locus of 

“I-trust-others” do not show a big difference from the mean trustee numbers in the locus
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of “others-trust-me” in the positive personal information sharing domain. That is, the 

trust circle size was similar for “I trust-others” (M =  5.93, SD = 3.08) and “others trust 

me” (M =  6.17, SD = 3.09), t  (201) = 1.41,p  > .05.

However, there were differences across the economic risk and negative personal 

information sharing domains. In the economic risk domain, people believe that they 

would trust more others (M =  6.10, SD = 2.32) than others would trust them (M =  5.07, 

SD  = 1.89), showing significant differences between the 2 trust loci, entrustment vs. 

expectation that others will trust me (t (201) = 8 .66, p  < .001). When sharing negative 

personal information, people think that they would trust fewer others (3.29, SD = 1.86) 

than others would trust them (4.17, SD -  2.16), the difference being significant (t (201) = 

7.26, p  < .001).

One possible reason for these differences in trust is the fact that the risks, when 

lending money to others and sharing bad news /sad story /unpleasant experience with 

others, are larger or more serious than when sharing positive personal information. In 

lower risk circumstances (positive information sharing), people tend to believe others 

trust them the same as they trust others. However, in higher risk circumstances, people 

tend to believe others trust them differently from the way they trust others, for example in 

meeting financial risk or sharing negative issues circumstances, people believe others’ 

trust o f them is different from their trust o f others, as expressed in Figure 18.

Thus one can see that the trust circle size differences between the two loci in both 

economic risk and the negative personal information sharing domain differ, show 

dissimilarities are not the same. For example, in meeting financial risk, people believe 

they trust others is greater than others trust them, while in sharing negative personal
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information, on the contrary, people believe others trust them is greater than they trust 

others.

People are generally in the belief that others will reciprocate with trust toward 

them. In some conditions with lower risk (such as sharing positive personal information), 

people’s trust matches their expectation/belief about others’ trust, so that the trustee 

numbers in both “I trust others” and “others trust me” are the same; how many others 

people would like to trust telling their positive information to matches how many others 

would trust telling other’s good news to people. On the other hand, in other higher risk 

circumstances, say in the economic risk domain, people tend to believe fewer others 

would like to lend them money than they would like to lend money to. Perhaps people 

believe that others are not as generous as they are, in other words, people tend to believe 

themselves to be more openhanded/generous than others when dealing with financial 

/economic issues.

Similarly, people perhaps think they are more honorable, responsible, and 

available than others, so more others would trust them and share others’ negative 

personal information with them. Thus the trust circle size of “others-trust-me” is larger 

than the trust circle size o f “I-trust-others” when sharing various bad news /sad stories 

/unpleasant experiences. It is expected that related researches will be done in the future to 

further discuss the issue.

On the basis o f the results, it appears that the reciprocal nature o f trust, and 

expected entrustment, varies across domains o f trust. In the positive personal information 

sharing domain, comparative lower risk situation, people tended to trust others, and 

expected reciprocal trust from the same others. In the negative personal information
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sharing domain (higher risk situation), the trust circle size in the locus of “others-trust- 

me” was larger than for “I-trust-others”, suggesting that people usually think others 

would be more likely to trust them than they would be to trust others when sharing bad 

news, sad stories and unpleasant experiences, etc. On the other hand, the trust circle size 

in the locus o f “I-trust-others” is larger than the trust circle size in the locus of “others- 

trust-me” when meeting financial/economic risk. The reason for these distinct trust circle 

differences may come from the idea that people prefer to believe “I am a better person 

than others”. As well, whether trust circle size differences emerge may be related to 

whether or not the risk o f the domain is greater. Determining the reasons why is left for 

later research.

Composition of the Trust Circle: Comparing “I-trust-others” and “Others-trust- 

me”

In this section, the similarities and differences o f trust circle composition between 

the two loci are discussed.

Table 10 shows how people chose the 14 potential trustees in both loci, “I-trust- 

others” and “others-trust-me”, giving the rank order and mean proportions o f people who 

included each of the 14 persons in their responses. Here I will focus more on the rank 

ordering (I made the rank order of proportions based on participant ticked each category). 

The most trusted others in the locus o f “I-trust-others” are not always the same as those a 

person believes would trust them.

Table 10: Trustee Ranks and Proportions in the Loci of “I-trust-others” and “Others-trust- 

me” in the Economic Risk, Positive and Negative Personal Information Sharing Domains
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Economic
(N=202)

Positive
(N=202)

Negative
(N=202)

I trust Others I trust Others I trust Others
others trust me others trust me others trust me
Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank

(Prop) (Prop) (Prop) (Prop) (Prop) (Prop)
Parents /Guardian 1 1 2 4 3 4

(0.80) (0.83) (0.77) (0.59) (0.46) (0.43)

Sibling 2 3 4 3 4 3

(0.73) (0.67) (0.67) (0.75) (0.41) (0.62)

Husband (wife)/Boyfriend 3 2 3 2 2 2

(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover (0.70) (0.73) (0.73) (0.80) (0.66) (0.73)

Best/Close friend 4 4 1 1 1 1

(0.70) (0.65) (0.81) (0.88) (0.74) (0.81)

Grandparents 5 5 5 9 7 9

(0.60) (0.52) (0.54) (0.40) (0.14) (0.21)

Relative 6 6 6 7 9 7

(0.48) (0.39) (0.45) (0.49) (0.11) (0.25)

Children /Grandchildren 7 7 10 8 11 8

(0.38) (0.25) (0.29) (0.42) (0.07) (0.22)

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 8 10 9 11 10 11

(0.31) (0.20) (0.35) (0.25) (0.10) (0.08)

Friend 9 8 7 5 5 5

(0.31) (0.24) (0.40) (0.54) (0.22) (0.35)

Classmate /Co-worker 10 9 8 6 6 6

/Colleague (0.29) (0.21) (0.38) (0.50) (0.18) (0.28)

Acquaintance 11 11 11 10 12 10

(0.25) (0.17) (0.22) (0.28) (0.06) (0.10)

Bank manager /Accountant 12 12 13 13 14 14

(0.19) (0.15) (0.09) (0.09) (0.01) (0.03)

Psychologist /Professional 13 13 12 12 8 13

counselor (0.11) (0.05) (0.17) (0.10) (0.11) (0.03)

Stranger 14 14 14 14 13 12

(0.01) (0.01) (0.06) (0.09) (0.03) (0.05)

The trusting hierarchies of the loci o f “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me” 

varied, although overall, they are remarkably similar. The largest difference occurred in
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the positive personal information sharing domain: when the trust locus changes from “I- 

trust-others” to “others-trust-me”, 6 out of 11 trustee ranks go up while 5 trustee ranks go 

down. The smallest composition variance happens in the economic risk domain: 2 out of 

5 trustee ranks go up and 3 go down when the trust locus changes. The composition 

change in the negative information sharing circumstance is in the middle with 5 out of 9 

trustees (3 ranks go up, and 2 ranks go down) changing their ranks. That is, the priority of 

trust in the locus o f “others-trust-me” differs from the priority of trust in the locus o f “I- 

trust-others” .

The phenomenon may reveal an important finding. When the domain involves 

economic risk and the trust locus becomes “others-trust-me”, the choice o f spouse, friend, 

and classmate/co-worker/colleague increases in frequency; that is people think that their 

spouse, friend, or classmate would trust them more than they would trust these trustees.

At the same time, the ranks of sibling and boss /supervisor /teacher go down, meaning 

that people believe their sibling and boss /supervisor /teacher would trust them less than 

they would trust these trustees. But again, the reciprocity between “I trust person x” and 

“Person trusts me x” is strong and is an important result.

In the personal information sharing domains, a comparison between trust in “I- 

others-others” and “others-trust-me” shows more differences. First, the ranks o f the 7 

trustees (sibling, spouse, children/grandchildren, friend, classmate/co-worker/colleague, 

acquaintance /neighbor, stranger) are higher in both the positive and negative exam ples.. 

Second, expected trust from 4 trustees (parents, grandparents, boss /supervisor /teacher, 

psychologist /counselor) is lower in both positive and negative personal information 

sharing domains. Finally, relative (a family member) expresses a contradictory tendency
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with the rank going down in the positive domain but going up in the negative domain 

when the trust locus o f “I-trust-others” changes to that of “others-trust-me”.

The ranks varying of “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me” suggests that people 

think that older generations, higher authorities etc. such as parents /guardian, 

grandparents, boss /supervisor /teacher, and psychologist would trust them less than they 

would trust those trustees or people believe that they receive those trustees’ trust less than 

they give their trust to those trustees, since people rank the older generations, higher 

authorities etc. lower in the locus of “others-trust-me” than in the locus o f “I-trust- 

others”. On the contrary, people tend to believe that those of the same generation, 

younger generations, subordinates etc. such as spouse /partner, sibling, children 

/grandchildren, friend, classmate /co-worker /colleague, acquaintance and stranger tend to 

trust them more than they would trust those trustees based on the fact that people rank the 

same and younger generations, subordinates etc. higher in the locus of “others-trust-me” 

than in the locus of “I-trust-others”.

This was not a focus of the study as originally designed, but is an interesting 

finding and reflects a consensual understanding of who, in a given culture, is trustworthy.

Among all 14 trustees, only best/close friend and bank manager/accountant were 

chosen equally often in both loci o f “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me”. That is, people 

tended to believe that they would trust their best/close friend the same as their best/close 

friend trusts them. It may demonstrate again the unique place of best/close friend in trust; 

unlike other trustees who are either trusted more or less by people when the trust locus 

changes, best/close friend always retains an equal position regardless o f the trust locus. 

People have an equal relationship with best/close friend when trust is involved. When it
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comes to bank manager /accountant, the casual relationship trustee is also trusted the 

same in the two trust loci.

It is noteworthy to point out several characteristics of the best/close friend and 

bank manager /accountant relationships which possess the same trust priority in both trust 

loci: first o f all, they are non-family members; secondly, they are chosen based on 

people’s own will and desire, rather than some other reasons, indeed people cannot 

choose their own teacher, supervisor, and co-worker etc., but people can choose their 

best/close friend and their bank manager /accountant; thirdly, they are the representatives 

of 2 typical relationships in trust, one being the most intimate personal relationship and 

the other being a pure occasional business relationship. In addition, the unique position of 

best/close friend is confirmed as expressed previously in the trust circle in the locus of “I- 

trust-others”.

Conclusions about the Trust Circle in the Two Trust Loci

The parallel questions about the two trust loci allow a comparison with respect to 

the other central variables o f this study. Through the parallel questionnaire items, and 

comparison with previous data, we will find out: 1. whether the trust circle size o f the “I- 

trust-others” locus is different from the trust circle size o f the “others-trust-me” locus, 

and 2 . whether trust circle composition differs across the 2 trust loci.

The concept o f the trust locus demonstrates 2 trust forward directions in “I trust 

others” and “others trust me” and the 2 trust loci are meaningful and important to further 

trust research.

The results o f this section demonstrate the following:
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Trust circle size and trust circle composition in different trust loci differ, trust in 

the “I-trust-others” locus seems to be different from trust in the “others-trust-me” locus. 

That is, people usually believe that how they trust others tends to not be equal to how 

others trust them.

Trust locus is a factor affecting trust circle size. The trust circle size in the locus 

o f “I-trust-others” is larger than the trust circle size in the locus of “others-trust-me” in 

the economic risk domain, meaning people believe they would give trust to more others 

than they would receive from others when meeting a financial/economic risk. The result 

implies that people may think they are more generous and helpful than others.

When the shared personal information is positive, the trust circle size in the locus 

o f “I-trust-others” and the locus o f “others-trust-me” does not show much difference; that 

is in a comparatively lower risk domain, how many others people trust to share a positive 

issue with is almost equal to how many others trust people to share others’ happy story 

/good news etc with. But when the shared personal information is negative, in a 

comparatively higher risk domain, trust circle sizes in the two trust loci are significantly 

dissimilar, trust circle size in the locus o f “others-trust-me” being larger than trust circle 

size in the locus of “I-trust-others”. It is suggested that people tend to believe others 

would trust them sharing others’ negative issues more than people trust others with 

people’s negative personal information; thinking that they are a better person may be 

hidden in the results.

The trust circle compositions in the loci o f “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me” 

also vary either by going up or down the corresponding ranks from one trust locus to 

another. A striking example is that people believe that those of older generations,
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authorities, respected professionals, such as parents/guardian, grandparents, boss 

/supervisor/teacher, and psychologist tend to be trusted by people more than they trust 

people. On the contrary, those who have an equal or subordinate relationship with people, 

such as spouse, friend, classmate /co-worker /colleague etc. tend to be trusted more in the 

locus o f “others-trust-me” than in the locus of “I-trust-others”, revealing that people think 

that their spouse, friend, classmate/co-worker /colleague, acquaintance/neighbor, and 

children/grandchildren would trust them more than they would trust these trustees. 

Another interesting finding is that only 2 non-family members, best/close friend and bank 

manager /accountant are trusted equally between people trust them and they trust people.

GENERAL CONCLUSION

This study has made an original contribution to trust research, particularly through 

the development o f some new concepts: trust circle, domain-based trust, and locus of 

trust. The results also demonstrate the importance of cultural background as a factor in 

trust.

Concept

The trust circle includes 2 components, trust circle size, which reflects the number 

o f people being trusted, and trust circle composition, which reflects who is being trusted, 

and hierarchy o f trusting. The 2 components together build a fuller trust circle picture.

Domain-based trust expresses the point that trust varies: it changes across 

different domains (such as the economic domain and the personal social information 

sharing domain); it changes with the different valences of the domain (positive and
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negative shared personal/social information), and also based on the different variants 

given in the domain (lending $10, $500, $10,000 e tc ) and/or given in the valence of 

domain (such as. getting a good/bad comment, getting a good/bad mark etc.).

The concept of locus of trust, not previously examined, shows that there is merit 

in examining 2 loci of trust “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me”, which indicates two- 

way trust forward directions with both trust loci together providing a more complete trust 

circle description. Locus o f trust was used in the study to establish whether trusting 

others is the same or different from expecting others to trust us. There were some 

differences in trusting others, and beliefs others would trust self.

Culture plays an important role in trust by influencing trust circle size and trust 

circle composition; different cultures have their own corresponding unique trust circle. 

Trust Circle Size

This study’s results suggest that the trust circle size in the economic risk domain 

is larger than the trust circle size in the personal/social information sharing domain, 

meaning people tend to trust more others in meeting economic risk than in dealing with 

personal information issues. Trust circle size in the positive personal information sharing 

domain is larger than that in the negative personal information sharing domain, meaning 

people tended to show more prudence when the information they might share with others 

was of a negative nature, such as bad news, sad story, and unpleasant experience. In 

addition, as the economic risk variant increases, people tend to trust others less; similarly 

when the shared personal information becomes more negative, people are inclined to trust 

fewer others. However, in the positive personal information sharing domain, the stronger 

the variant o f positivity, the more others people will trust to share with.
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The trust circle size for the Canadian sample, in the higher economic risk domain, 

is smaller than the Chinese trust circle size, suggesting that Chinese respondents tend to 

trust more others than Canadians when higher economic risk was involved. However, 

Chinese respondents’ trust circle size in the personal/social information sharing domain is 

smaller than that reported by the Canadian sample in both positive and negative 

information sharing. The finding that Chinese reported that they trust fewer others 

compared with Canadians not only in negative but also in positive personal information 

sharing domains is worthy o f mention. This may reflect the fact that personal reputation 

has more extensive consequences in Chinese culture than in Canadian. This speculation 

presents a challenge for future research. Nevertheless, it underlines the very high 

importance o f the concept o f personal relationships in China as discussed in the 

introduction

People with a higher level o f education are more likely to trust more others than 

those who have a lower education level in the economic risk domain.

Trust Circle Composition

This study’s results suggest that trust circle composition changes across different 

domains; it shows that people may have an understanding of the consequences o f trusting 

others with personal information, particularly negative personal information, as opposed 

to trusting someone to lend money to. For example, in the study, a parent /guardian was 

trusted most in the economic risk domain, while best/close friend was most frequently 

nominated as the most trusted in the personal/social information sharing domain. 

Secondly, trust circle composition is also influenced by the different valence (positive 

and negative) o f domains. For instance, in the positive personal social information
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sharing domain, people were inclined to trust family members more than they trusted out- 

of-family members, and for negative valence examples, people trusted family members 

most. Third, as the variant of the domain varies, the corresponding trust circle 

compositions also differ; for example, the trusting order o f best/close friend becomes 

lower as the risk variant of the economic domain increases. The data also suggest that 

there is some consistency in the composition of the trust circle across variants o f positive 

personal information sharing domains.

An important finding of the differences between Canadians and Chinese in trust 

circle composition is that Canadians always put spouse in a higher trusting order than do 

Chinese respondents in all circumstances. In addition, Chinese are more likely than 

Canadians to change their top trustees across domains. This may indicate a higher 

sensitivity to relationships and the importance o f reputation (Yuki, et al., 2005).

Loci of the Trust Circle

The results of this study confirm that the trust circle in the locus o f “I-trust- 

others” tend to be different from the trust circle in the locus o f “others-trust-me” in some 

situations; that is people believe that how they trust others is not always equal how others 

trust them.

Specifically, the trust circle size in the locus o f “I-trust-others” is larger than the 

trust circle size in the locus of “others-trust-me” when people are involved in the 

economic/financial risk domain, showing that people believe they trust more others than 

others trust them. On the contrary, trust circle size in the locus of “I-trust-others” is 

smaller than the trust circle size in the locus o f “others-trust-me” when the personal 

/social information shared is negative, displaying that people believe others would like to
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trust them with others’ bad news, sad stories etc. more than they trust others to share such 

negative information with. When the personal/information shared is positive, like happy 

story, good news, pleasant experience etc., the trust circle sizes in both loci o f “I-trust- 

others” and “others-trust-me” do not show big differences.

In addition, several interesting features o f trust circle composition between the 

loci o f “I-trust-others” and “others-trust-me” are worthy of mention. People believe that 

those from older generations, superiors, and those o f high social standing, such as parents 

/guardian, grandparents, boss /supervisor /teacher and psychologist tend to trust them less 

than they trust those particular trustees. Contrasting this, those of equal or younger 

generations or with equal relationships, such as spouse, children /grandchildren, friend, 

classmate /co-worker /colleague, and acquaintance /neighbor are inclined to trust them 

more than they trust those particular trustees. As non-family members, best/close friend 

(intimate relation for focal person) and bank manager/accountant (pure occasional 

relationship) tend to trust people to the same degree that people trust them.

Some results o f the study, particularly about the Chinese, seem to contradict the 

ideas o f individualism /collectivism and this may suggest that the complexity o f a culture 

(such as China) may not be explained completely only by individualism/collectivism; 

individualism /collectivism may coexist.

LIMITATIONS and FUTURE RESEARCH

Because this study was an exploratory one, there are several things which could 

be improved in future research.
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It is challenging to design different meaningful variants in the different domains 

or valence of domains. The four variants (lending $10 to others, lending $500 to others, 

lending $10,000 to others etc.) in the economic risk domain seemed to be effective in this 

study since, in general, a set of numbers is comparatively easy to divide into suitable and 

numerous levels. On the basis of the differences in size of trust circles for the different 

amounts, the participants seemed to differentiate among the levels. However, in the 

sharing personal information domain, the four variants o f positive and negative personal 

information (such as “got bad comments”, “got a bad mark”, “failed course”, etc.) 

perhaps did not provide enough difference between each variant, so the differences o f the 

trust circle size between each variant does not show a big difference. This may reflect the 

fact that people do not make distinctions in the personal domain in the way they do in the 

financial domain. However, it is acknowledged that the results may be specific to the 

particular examples. Future research should develop a larger base o f examples, and 

incorporate situations such as intimate relationships (e.g. asking about romantic partners). 

The literature on self-disclosure may prove some suggestions for such development.

In addition, it is unfortunate that it may not be possible to create questions which 

would operationalize levels of risk, and valence o f risk, across the economic and personal 

domains. The study was initially planned with the idea of increasing levels o f risk in all 

three domains, but the data do not clearly demonstrate this, and the economic and 

personal domains may not be comparable in this sense. Future research will be needed to 

establish that this is indeed the case.

Another possible concern may be raised about the sample of cultures. Only two 

cultures have been sampled, so one may be cautious in drawing conclusions about
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possible universals. However, there were sound reasons for making the Canadian- 

Chinese comparison, on the basis of a research literature pointing to trust relevant 

differences in social structure and family relationships.

During the study, it would be better if  both Chinese and Canadian participants 

could participate in the same environment, even though research conditions in the two 

countries differ; for example, university students in Canada answered the questions using 

a computer while university students in China answered the questions by pen. Also, the 

general subsample people in Canada participated in the study individually, whereas the 

general sample o f people in China participated in groups. Perhaps this difference in 

testing environment had the effect o f emphasizing cultural differences, but it is not 

possible to tell if  this was the case.

Another potential shortcoming o f the study is the lack o f quantitative analysis of 

the rank order of chosen trustees. Throughout the study, I realize that using ranks to 

analyze the composition of the trust circle would be more meaningful and logical, 

especially when comparing any two compositions. However, it is very difficult to find a 

statistical method which can analyze rank and that is why I did not have related 

quantitative ranking analysis, because the respondents in the study did not provide 

rankings themselves; the ranks were simply based on the size of the proportion of 

individuals who ticked a particular trustee. As noted earlier, because o f the differences 

across the domains, it was not considered reasonable to test for the similarity in ranks 

across the three domains.

Finally, more diversified domains as well as valences and variants o f the trust 

circle are needed to confirm the related conclusions o f the study. In addition, designing
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more studies to further explore how I trust others and how others trust me is another 

interesting challenge for future research, with the potential to greatly extend our field of 

vision.

The most important part of the study is to point to future work which might flow 

from it and to increase understanding o f the extent of current trust knowledge. The study 

also produces some suggestions in the new research direction.
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When it Comes to Economic Matters,
WHOM Would You Trust?

Instructions: The purpose of this questionnaire is to get related data about trust. The 
information you provide is totally anonymous and confidential. In addition, there are no 
right or wrong answers or good or bad answers. Please express your own thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings, not what you think is generally desirable. Thank you very much for your 
participation.

1. Whom, do you think, you would trust to lend $ 10 to, if possible? Choose possible 
person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. Whom, do you think, you would trust to lend $ 500 to, if  possible? Choose possible 
person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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3. Whom, do you think, you would trust to lend $ 10,000 to, if  possible? Choose possible
person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

4. Whom, do you think, you would trust to lend $ 100,000 & more to, if  possible? Choose 
possible person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small 
box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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Appendix B: When it Comes to Positive Matters, 
Whom Would You Trust?
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When it Comes to Positive Matters,
WHOM Would You Trust?

Instructions: The purpose of this questionnaire is to get related data about trust. The 
information you provide is totally anonymous and confidential. In addition, there are no 
right or wrong answers or good or bad answers. Please express your own thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings, not what you think is generally desirable. Thank you very much for your 
participation.

1. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you had good 
comments on your assignment/homework? Choose possible person(s) from the following 
list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you got a good 
mark/grade on your test/examination? Choose possible person(s) from the following list 
and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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3. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you were the
best student in your class? Choose possible person(s) from the following list and place an
X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

4. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you Were the 
best student in your school/university? Choose possible person(s) from the following list 
and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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When it Comes to Negative Matters,
WHOM Would You Trust?

Instructions: The purpose of this questionnaire is to get related data about trust. The 
information you provide is totally anonymous and confidential. In addition, there are no 
right or wrong answers or good or bad answers. Please express your own thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings, not what you think is generally desirable. Thank you very much for your 
participation.

1. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you had bad 
comments on your assignment/homework? Choose possible person(s) from the following 
list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you got a bad 
mark/grade on your test/examination? Choose possible person(s) from the following list 
and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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3. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you failed your
course/program? Choose possible person(s) from the following list and place an X within
the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

4. Whom, do you think, you would trust to share the information with, if  you were 
expelled from your school/university? Choose possible person(s) from the following list 
and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (wife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

Boss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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When it Comes to Economic Matters,
WHO Would Trust You?

Instructions: The purpose of this questionnaire is to get related data about trust. The 
information you provide is totally anonymous and confidential. In addition, there are no 
right or wrong answers or good or bad answers. Please express your own thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings, not what you think is generally desirable. Thank you very much for your 
participation.

1. Who, do you think, would trust you to lend you $ 10, if  possible? Choose possible 
person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. Who, do you think, would trust you to lend you $ 500, if  possible? Choose possible 
person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /C olleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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3. Who, do you think, would trust you to lend you $ 10,000, if  possible? Choose possible
person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

4. Who, do you think, would trust you to lend you $ 100,000 & more, if  possible? Choose 
possible person(s) from the following list, and place an X within the corresponding small 
box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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When it Comes to Positive Matters,
WHO Would Trust You?

Instructions: The purpose o f this questionnaire is to get related data about trust. The 
information you provide is totally anonymous and confidential. In addition, there are no 
right or wrong answers or good or bad answers. Please express your own thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings, not what you think is generally desirable. Thank you very much for your 
participation.

1. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she had 
good comments on his/her assignment/homework? Choose possible person(s) from the 
following list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she got a 
good mark/grade on his/her test/examination? Choose possible person(s) from the 
following list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classm ate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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3. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she was
the best student in his/her class? Choose possible person(s) from the following list and
place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

4. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if he/she was 
the best student in his/her school/university? Choose possible person(s) from the 
following list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classm ate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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When it Comes to Negative Matters,
WHO Would Trust You?

Instructions: The purpose of this questionnaire is to get related data about trust. The 
information you provide is totally anonymous and confidential. In addition, there are no 
right or wrong answers or good or bad answers. Please express your own thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings, not what you think is generally desirable. Thank you very much for your 
participation.

1. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she had 
bad comments on his/her assignment/homework? Choose possible person(s) from the 
following list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

2. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she got a 
bad mark/grade on his/her test/examination? Choose possible person(s) from the 
following list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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3. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she failed
his/her course/program? Choose possible person(s) from the following list and place an X
within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

B est/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14

4. Who, do you think, would trust you to share the information with you, if  he/she was 
expelled from his/her school/university? Choose possible person(s) from the following 
list and place an X within the corresponding small box.

Acquaintance /Neighbor 1 Grandparents 8

Bank manager /Accountant 2 Husband (w ife) /Boyfriend
(girlfriend) /Partner /Lover

9

Best/close friend 3 Parents /Guardian 10

B oss /Supervisor /Teacher 4 Psychologist /Professional counselor 11

Children /Grandchildren 5 Relative 12

Classmate /Co-worker /Colleague 6 Sibling 13

Friend 7 Stranger 14
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Appendix K (Chinese version): When it Conies to Positive Matters, 

Who Would Trust You?
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Appendix L (Chinese version): When it Comes to Negative Matters, 

Who Would Trust You?
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